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PREFACE

This study was undertaken as a contribution to two Rand projects

involving instruction and the communication of information. The first,

supported by Project Rand, concerns Air Force instructional systems and

ways in which they might be improved. The second, undertaken for the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, is intended to assist the

Lister Hill Center for Biomedical Communications of the National Library

of Medicine in planning programs in support of nationwide needs for bio-

medical information. Specifically, kaiid is Lonsidering ways of improv-

ing the design of systems for technical training, of improving medical

education and medical-information delivery, and extending continuing

medical education. All of these objectives involve applications of com-

munication media in instruction and information retrieval.

Although much has been written about techniques of artistic ex-

pression in various media and about the social implications of the more

pervasive of these, there is little information on commun'cation theory

which is useful to those who must make decisions concerning the appli-

cations of this new technology. It is to fill the need in this area

that the present Memorandum was conceived.

This Memorandum is but the first phase of a much more extensive

treatment of the subject. It is limited to defining the media them-

selves and describing the characteristics of each medium which deter-

mine its best uses. Subsequent phases will consider the effectiveness,

flexibility, accessibility, and responsiveness of the media, and their

adaptivity to the individual needs of the learner. Feasibility con-

siderations will also be examined, such as costs and benefits, stan-

dardization, equipment reliability, staff training requirements, demand,

and acceptability.

The author of this Memorandum is a consultant to The Rand Corpora-

tion.
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SLNRARY

,'hls Memorandum defines and describes conmunication media; discusses

the difference between infcrmation and instruction, instructional media

and instructional aids; and proposes a set of criteria by means of which

communication media may be distinguished from nonmeJia, one medium dis-

tingui3hed from another, and discrete media distinguished from multimedia

applications.

,A two-dimensional classification system for communication media is

proposed: In one dimension, seven c]3sses are defitzd, based on ways of

representing information; in the other, communication media are divided

into two groups, telemedia and recordinp media.

This Memorandum is directed more toward media users and professional

practitioners than toward scholars or researchers in the field. As much

as possible, standard audiovisual terms and phrases have been used. Since

there is wide variation in the meaning of even the most common terms in

this field (e.g., message and media),. each term is defined as it is used,

and a glossary is included of all terms and the meanings in which they

tare used here.

Twenty-eight specific communication media are defined and described.

This list includes the major available and soon-to-be-available media.

Since the entire communication field is in a state of rapid growth, both

in the development of systems and in their applications, it is to be ex-

pected that revision of this list would be needed frequently.
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GLOSSARY

Contrary to traditional practice, the glossary of terms required

for this Memorandum is placed before the text rather than after. In

a definitive study such as this, the specific meanings of terms, as

intended by the author, have particular importance.

Page numbers after a term indicate where a use or further discus-

sion of the term may Le found.

Adaptivity: Capability of an instructional system to adjust to the

specific needs of the individual learner.

Application: A specific instance of a general use (see use).

Audiovisual (A-V): Concerning both hearing and vision.

Bandwidth: The difference in frequency between the maximum and mini-
mum boundaries of a telecommunication channel.

Broadcast: Transmitted via the public radio or television channels on
a broad or nondirectional beam (see open circuit) and received on
generally available apparatus.

Cartridge: A device that contains and protects a film or tape even
during playback and obviates the necessity for threading the play-
back machine. A cartridge generally contains only one program unit
(see magazine).

Cathode-ray tube (CRT): One of several types of vacuum tube used gen-
erally for display purposes (e.g., TV picture tubes, oscilloscope
display tubes, computer graphic displays, etc.) (p. 51).

Closed circuit: Any transmission method other than face-to-face com-
munication by which reception is not available to the general public.
It may be confined to 'lires, microwave beams, and the like, or it
may require special receiving apparatus not generally available.

Communication: The sending and receiving of messages between two or
more persons (p. 12).

Computer-asisted instruction: Applications of computers to many as-
pects of the instructional process (p. 51).

*
Some of the iefinitions are based on entries in Webster's Seventh

New Collegiate Dict'onary, G. & C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass., 1967;
some others have beea adapted from English and English, A Comprehensive
Dictionary of Psychological and Psychocn-alytical Terms, Longmans, Green
and Co., New York, 1998.

UA
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Cross 'nedia: Fultimedia (p. 43).

Electron Beon Recording (EBR) (trade name): A method of recording tele-
vision signals on motion-picture film by scanning the film with .an e.-
ectron beam rather than by focusing an image upon it (p. 64).

Electronic Video Recording (EVR) (trade name): A motxon-picture sys-
ten by means of which two tracks of picture and magnetic sound are
reocrded by electron beam on a film 8.75mm wide (p. 64).

Extraino• •uticnl oibiectives: The economic, social, vocational,
other Jectives in the society at large to which the educational
insti .lifon contributes.

Faeaac8le: A transmission-recording system in which pictures or print
are transformed into electriczl signals, in the manner of television,
except vcry much more slowly and requiring a very much narrower band-
width for transmission. The output of the system is hard copy (p. 85).

FiZjmtrip: A cominication me lum involving stanz. graphic a&-.-rials
which are recorded on a r3ll, usually of standard sprocketed motion-
picture film, and projected frame-by-frame for group viewing (p. 89;
see also p. 75).

Frwe: (i) A single still picture isolated from a sequence cf still
pictures, in still-visual or motion-visial media; (2) a discrete
increment of information presented to a learner by an instructional
program.

Eard copy: Frinted vater-al of any kind ordinarily read by the unaided
eya.

Har&are : Equipuent as distinguishec from Waterials; machinery, tools,
and devices (see sBofParW.

Inaependent access. A term that applies to a multiuser storage system
in which the method and time required for rny one utser to gain access
to a piece of information are apparently independent of the number
and actions of all other users (see random accese, sequential acceas).

Individual mode: One person alone, using materials at will, •1th con-
trol over the materials to a lesser or greater extent and limited
intetactlon with other users.

Infozmation. (1) Facts and concepts in transit; (2) a message (p. 4).

iinrruction: Teaching and lear-ning; the yatematic attempt to impart
knowledge and skills and to instigate learning (see el•i-natrz-ACt ion)
(p. 7).

Inerructional aids: Devices that assist an instructor in the presen-
tation of information. They are iot self-supporting, generally be-
cause they do not contain expository narration. Included under this
heading are visual aids, nudio aids, and sometimes audiovisuai aids.
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Traininq aids is sometimes used as a synonym but generally covers
learner aids as well. Audiovisual aids are generally classed under
instructional media, since they can be self-supporting (see learner
aids) (p. 20).

Instructional devices: Training devices; items of standard on-the-job
equipment used in instructijn (see instructional aids, learner aids).

Instructional medium: The entire system of equipment, processes, peo-
ple, and materials that are necessary for the presentation of infor-
mation and direction of learner activity. It often includes the soft-
ware as well as hardware; program planning, production, recording and/
or transmitting; and program reception. It may also include response
methods and/or devices, and feedback to the learner. Instructional
media are self-supporting and self-contained means of presentation,
generally because they contain expository narration. Their applice-
tion does not require the presence of an instructor (p. 18).

IrstzructionaZ proarw•n: (1) The information presentation component of
a leeson (e.g., an instructional television program); (2) a lesson
or other segment of programned instruction which presents information
in small increments, elicits learner response, and provides the
learner with knowledge of results. It may pace the learner or let the
learner set the pace, select from alternative information increments
based on the learner's responses, and/or, to a lesser or greater de--
gree, be adaptive to specific needs of the individual learner. Leatning
objectives are expressed in behavioral terms (pp. 10, 17).

IrstructionaL televi3ion (i7.*): Any television, recorded television,
or film-media system using teletransmission that is used primarilv
for formal ir.struction.

Actr~ionaa :eZ4-j1,ion Fixed 5"er,,ice (I7FS): A television werele-s
transmission/reception system utilizing special frequencies which
are allocated for instructional pcint-to-point transmission purposes
only, such as between a central transmitter and several school build-

ings, or from hospi.ral to hospital. 1TFS may be used in an educationalsysteu for administr°ativ•e comoication,, data transmission, studio-
transhitter links, and interstation relan.

:n:;e.-acior.: MNutual or reciprocal action or influence (z.g., inform•a-

tiorn presentation plus learntr response, plus feedback based on learner

response) (p. 16).

:.nscope recordi' (niar~ rdi•): A system for recoeding television
scund and image o; photographic film. Basically, it consists of a
film camera focused on a kinescope tube (television picture tube).
An ordinary cotiLon-pi'.ture film results, which can be proJected on
a screen er transmitted by televslion in the rormal manner (p. 62).

.:•.•ed•e: The body of un~dersto-od informatilcn possessed by an indzvid-

ual (p. 3).
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Learner aids: Devices that aid a learner, generally in drill and
practice activities, with or without the assistance of an ivRtructor.
The learner uses or interacts directly with the device. Includes
tools such as pencil and paper, and simulators for individual or team
practice (p. 16).

Light pen: Input device for a computer system; a stylus whose position
when held against the face oi a CRT can be determined by the computer
(p. 51).

Live: In real time; that is, the message originates simultaneously or
nearly simultaneously with its display and perception (p. 37).

Magazine: An adjunct to a projector or other playback device holding
a supply of program materials consisting of many individual units
and generally accessed automatically, e.g., a slide magazine (see
cartridge).

Mass medium,: A telemedium or recording medium which generally involves
a large number of message receivers per sender and generally dies not
involve simultaneous interaction. It is available to the general pub-
lic.

Medi2 system: Communication medium.

Medium (pl. media): A means of effecting or conveying something. Me-
diAm is a general term roughly comparable in many ways with tool,
instrument, vehicle, means, etc. (see instructional mediwu) (pp. .. ,
29).

Message: A discrete amount of information which has been formulated
by one person with the intent of its immediate or ultimate transmis-
sion to other persons or to himself; any iecorded or transmitted in-
formation of any kind (p. 17).

Microfiche: A recording system using transparent chips (cards), usu-
ally 4 x 6 inches in size, onto which up to 3200 pages of printed
material may be photographicaily recorded. Can be read with magni-
fying or projecticn devices (see uZtru icrofcom) (p. 92).

Aftc~iL~: A recording system using roll film, on which photographic
images of printed materials, usually, are reproduced. Can be read
with magnifying or projection devices (p. 91).

.icroform: Any record or reproduction inwhich the reduction ratio is
at least 12 to 1, usually 20 to 1 or greater (p. 91).

.ode: (1) (Generall. ,Manner of being, doing, etc.; way; method. (2)
Manner of reception of a :civunicatlon, e.g., individual or group
soae. (3) -Manner of operation of equipment, e.g., recording or play-
back node. (4) Manner of utilizing the possible ways of representing
information via a medium, e.g., full or partial modes of use.
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Multimedia: More than one medium used in a single communication, either
sequentially or simultaneously (p. 42).

Network: (1) (Telemedia). A series of reception, display, or redis-
tribution points that are interconnected so they may simultaneously
share the same programs. (2) (Recording media). A series of points
as in (1) above that share programs by transporting recordings be-
tween them. (3) Various combinations of (1) and (2).

Open circuit: A broadcast transmission method in which the receiving
equipment and programs are available to the general public. Open-
circuit programs usually can be, with the necessary equipment, re-
ceived anywhere. ITFS broadcasts, by contrast, are not open circuit.

Picturephone (trade name): A system of transmitting video and audio
information via relatively narrow bandwidth, involving digital en-
coding. Intended as a two-way system to enhance telephone intercom-
munication (p. 57).

Print: A way of representing information using symbols such as alpha-
numeric characters, pictographs, logograms, ideograms, hieroglyph-
ics, and handwriting. Does not include line graphics or pictures
(p. 86).

Production: Encoding of a message into the form of a program appropri-
ate to the medium being used; the process of creating programs. May
include such phases as program planning, preparation, script writing,
rehearsal, and recording and/or live transmission. May also include
testing, revision, and validation (p. 18).

Progran: (1) Any prearranged plan or course of proceedings; an organized
sequence of events. (2) A unified presentation occupying a discrete
period of time and having a beginning, a middle, and an end. Program
is a general term covering entertainment, fine art, general interest,
and instruction. Program as used here refers to the content of a me-
dium and consists generally of a message expressed in the terms and
techniques of the medium (see also instructional progron) (p. 17).

Radiovieion: An instructional media system presenting static visual
materials and sound. The sound porcion is transmitted by radio, while
visual materials are projected at the point oi local reception (p. 97).

rand 7 het: An input device for a computer systen consistirng of a
printed-circuit surface electrostatically coupled to a stylus. The
computer senses the position of the stylus and thus makes possible
the input of two-dimensional line drawings (p. 51).

Pana�' •cees: Direct access. A method of storage in which any unit
of information may be accessed directly regardless cf the iocation
of the previous piece of infor-ation retrieved. An example would
be a slide projector in which any slide could be projected promptly
by pressing a corresponding button (see ind.-verdent accese, sequen;;ýal
access).
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Telecommunication media (telemedia): Electronic media capable of trans-
mitting programs across ditance in real time (p. 24).

Telelecture: An instructional media system involving the use of static
visuals and sound. The sound portion is transmitted by telephone
while the synchronized visual materials are projected at the point of
local reception. Since standard telephone facilities are used, a feed-
back channcl is also available (p. 94).

Telewritevision: An instructional media system incorporatipg telewrit-
ing plus static visual materials projected by the telewriting display
equipment at the point of viewing (p. 81).

Telewriting: An instructional media system which transmits sou;:d and
writing as it is being written. The principle is basically that or
the TelAutograph: The vertical and horizontal conponents of movement
of the sending stylus are transferred to electrical impulses which
are then transmitted on different channels to a receiving stylus
which moves in accordance with the signals it receives, and reproduces,
simultaneously, the original writing. This may then be projected on
a screen for group viewing (p. 80).

Terminal: Interface equipment between user and machine in a computer
system; input-output equipment, usually in the form of teletype
and/or CRT (p. 51).

Time-shared television: A proposed transmission system which would
utilize one televisicn channel to transmit, for instance, 300 still
pictures to 300 different viewers each 10 seconds, instead of the
usual 300 successive frames of a single moving picture (p. 72).

Transrmission: An electrical or electromagnetic process whereby a prop-
erly encoded message may cross space to a decoding apparatus in real
time (p. 12).

Ultrcaicroform: Any microform in which the reduction ratio is greater
than 40 to 1 (p. 91).

Use: A general purpose or objective which a medium helps to attain,
e.g., a springboard for discussion. Uses are general and abstract;
appicatiors are specific and concrete. Use refers generally to an
entire media system. ,ti-ization refers generally to the receiving
end of the system and its integration with other aspects of instruc-
tion (see also appplicarion).

.tilization: Use at the receiving end of a media sysrem; ut"'ization
generally refers to the manner in which the instructional program is
integrated into the whole instructional syste"; that is, how it is
coordirated with other irstructional activities.

;'-.deo recordinq fie '7 fie): An irformation storage and retrieval
system using viJeo tape as the storage medium (p. 93).
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Video tape: Thin (0.5 to 1.5 mIA) acetate or mylar tape of various
widths between 1/4 inch and 2 inches, coated with magnetic material,
used to record and store video and audio information.

Video tae recording (VTR): A recording system which stores video and
audio information by transferring electrical signals directly into a
magnetic pattern on the emulsion coating of a thin (usually mylar)
tape (p. 66).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term "medium" has many definitions, from a solution for mixing

paints to a person who purports to make contact with the dear departed.

In all of its meanings, however, a medium is something in the middle,

between other things, and most often it is considered as a vehicle or

instrument for making something noppen. Communication media or instruc-

tional media, however, while they may be broadly considered instruments

or vehicles (which need play only a very limited part within i total

system), are actually something more: A communication medium can be an

entire system for human communication, either informational or instruc-

tional in purpose. If instructional, it may constitute almost an entire

system for instruction.

This Memorandum forms certain generalizations about the communica-

tion media, discusses the differences between information retrieval and

instruction, and then describes each of the major instructional media

in respect to the generalizations which have been formulated. This ma-

terial is intended to be definitive and descriptive, ana it is, hope-

fully, fairly complete. Much has been written about "new media" and

"newer media"; there has been much viewing with hope, as well as view-

ing with alarm. On the part of media users there is a growing tendency

to take the technology for granted and to settle on limited uses, fail-

ing to exploit some of the most w'aluable characteristics of the media.

To date, there exists no exhaustive lisr of all these media, both new

and old, which compares Their characteristics and presents all the vari-

ous alternatives for the melia user to consider.

Perhaps because of this lack of analysis of media and what they

can do, many possible uses of the more simple, inexpensive media were

not conceived until complex, expensive media such as televisicn and

film had been applied to these uses. It will cometimes be pointed

out that one application of television, for instance, does not require

real-tive transmission, and another application does not require pictures

,

Although instruction may inexude conveying information, it is a
multifunctional Fr-cess designed according to a strategic plan, with
the end purpose of modiiying or changing behavior.(I)



in motion; therefore, much of what instructional TV is dcing could be

done as well by less expensive means.

Instructional media have traditionally been administered by school

audiovisual people along with various other kinds of learning resources

and instructional aids for the classroom teacher. As a result, instruc-

tional media have frequently been confused in many people's thinking

with instructional aids. An important distinction is made in this Memo-

randum between instructional aids and instructional media: Basically,

an aid merely supports a teacher's presentation, whereas a medium is

self-supporting. A medium, within its specific limits, is capable of

th1e entirety of information presentation, and a good share of learner/

subject-matter interaction as well. This is not to say, of course,

that instructional media could ever totally replace live teachers. But

while instructional technology cannot take cver all of the functions

now performed by a good classroom teacher, it has enormous potential

for increasing both the quantity and quality of available education.
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II. INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTION

In any discussion of communication media we must use the terms

"information" and "instruction," which refer to the two purposes for

which communication media may be used. It is important that these

terms be clearly defined and the distinction between them made clear.

The word "knowledge" must also be defined, since the interaction between

what is meant by knowledge and what we are calling instruction and in-

formation is an important determinant of all these meanings. The defi-

nitions used here are based partly on dictionary definitions, partly

on a feel for frequency and generality of current use, and partly on

their usefulness to the kinds of thinking needed in this area.

To begin with, "information," as used in this Memorandum, refers

to a thin•, which may exist in space or time, but not to an action or

a process such as the act of informing. On the other hand, "irnstruc-

tion" refers to an entire process, in the sense of "a series of actions

or operations conducing to an end." (2) Instruction as we define it is

not a single act but a systematic series of actions, the end of which

is ti,- imparting of knowledge and modifying behavior.

We will think of knowledge as something that is stored or filed

in the brain. Specific information, concepts, relationships, and so

forth, -ust be sensed, perceived, comprehended, and then integrated

into the learner's existing structure of associations in order to be-

come knowledge. Knowledge, in short, is the content of human memory

which is organized for retrieval. This is also sometimes referred to

as .iowledge structure.

Information systems and instructional systems have one important

characteristic in conmon: they are both concerned with transmission

of stimuli to others. Information systems are intended to impart in-

formation. in an instructional system information is frequently a

major component, but its purpoe is to impart knowledge--not only

facts and concepts, but also such things as emotional attitudes and

,
The instruction that can be contained in a medium is the "instruc-

"tonal prug.-.j."' This may be as simple as the presentation of a seg-
ment of in'ormation; it may contain directions to exercise the student;
it may even be programmed to include appropriate feedback based on an-
ticipated student responses and!or other data.
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cognitive and psychomotor skills. Here, an important distinction must

be made between the process of presenting information and the process

o' instruction. The purpose of instruction is to create, alter, or add

to the knowledge of the learner, whereas informing someone does not
,

necessarily affect his file of knowledge. Although a person may add

the information he receives to his knowledge, the mere delivery of in-

formation is not designed and directed toward this end, as instruction

is. The information user generally has a task at hand which he is in-

terested in resolving; he acquires information, uses it in his task,

and may forget it quickly--if he ever retains it at all. Information

systems are designed for ze and for the convenience of the user. In-

structional systems are designed to achieve learning and to affect the

knowledge of the learner. The learner, of course, is often an informa-

tion user as well. For the learner, "information use" suggests an ac-

tive role, while "instruction" generally implies a more passive relation

to the teacher or to an instructional system.

INFORMATION

Information has far less structure than knowledge; much informa-

tion, in fact, consists of isolated and unrelated facts. In general,

unrelated information can be f.Led in a human memory only when it has

become associated with some prior structure of understanding and has

become part of a person's knowledge. (Knowledge is, of course, transi-

tory as well, but it can generally be retained far longer than unasso-

ciated information.)

In this study, we are most interested in information outside the

individual: the technology of information-handling; the systems of

procefsing, storage, and retrieval; and the means of conveying and im-

parting information to others. Because information so often consists

of isolated data, to be useful it must be filed within various arbitrary

classifications, often alphabetical, so that it can be retrieved. Thus

we have directories, bibliographies, and statistical tables of many

kinds. Considerable predigestion of information is done by librarians,

This point is discu3sed more fully on pp. 10 and 11.
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who, for example, prepare annotated bibliographies, which add a dimen-

sion of qualitative evaluation to what would otherwise be unevaluated

information.

These efforts of the librarian should not be confused with the

work of the instructor. The librarian may serve the instructor by as-

sisting him in the preparation of information for use in the instruc-

tional process; the librarian may indeed serve the learner directly,

in his capacity as a usei. The learner himself then may take the in-

formation retrieved and build it into his knowledge, It has been said

that there is no teaching, there is only learning; however, well-

designed instruction can greatly facilitate this process. It is rare,

therefore, that a librarian plays the part of instructor, mainly be-

cause the instructional process involves so mvch more than the mere

presentation of information.

Up to this point, we have discussed information as something exist-

ing in a more or less static state. Let us now consider the role of

information in the dynamic transfer of knowledge from one person tc

another. Figure 1 presents a model for this process.

The process of communication by speech, for example, can be traced

in this model as follows:

1. The message sender selects a thought from his knowledge and

formulates it into words, so that it exists separate from his

knowledge, ready to be transmitted.

2. When he speaks, he sends forth his information, encoded in

spoken words which travel as vibrations In the medium of the

air.

3. These sounds are percelved by the recipient, filtered out fro-

the noise that accompanies them, decoded, and comprehended.

If the information is considered valuable enough, it may imme-

diately be "filed" as knowledge.

Future librarians may go much further. Information needs to be
directly available within its sources (books, journals, etc.) or to be
extracted from its sources so it can be directly addressable. This
might take the form of the information chunk, defined as "the smallest
identifiable unit of task-required information which would lose its
identification and meaning wth respect to the task, if segmented fur-
ther ." (3)
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Fig. I - Simplified communication model
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The example above (comm.nicaticn through speech) represents a live

(real-time) comunication. The seme aodel applies to recorded informa-

tion if -he recording is considered Ec be mer~ly a delay stage in the

gceral process of trans-t. If the messige sender decided the room vas

too nois) tc allow hiv to be heard or understood, he might choose to

ccmunicatp by writing a note and passing it over from hand tc hand.

This process will take lonver, particularly if the message is delayed

en route, but the mEssage ia storage is nonetheless a message in tran-

sit. All messages, transmitted or recorded, are in transit from the

time they are first encoded.

INSTRUCTION

The role of information in the instructional process occurs in the

2esson-presentation phase, when the learning objectives are mainly cog-

nitive. However, since instruction includes much more than the mere

presentation of information, it will contain, or be based on, a strategy

for achieving the desired learning. The instructional process may in-

clude stimuli designed Lo elicit thought or overt action or to stimulate

discussicn among two or more learners; it may, if properly programmed,

be so systematized that the learner cannot obtain access to one piece

of the contained information until he ,as demonstrated by some action

that he has apprehended the preceding and prerequisite information.

Such instruction, of course, can be administered to the learner only

through a teacher or through a medium which involves a response and

feedback component.

One of the important objectives of good instruction is to give the

learner the skills required to seek out information on his own and to

devise activities which will help him to use and retain that informa-

tion. Most important of all, instruction should contain an intrinsic
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Clt'ment ,4 motivation and encouragement to capture, hold, and increase

the lenirner's interest ..id his desire to know. None of this strategy

plays any role at all in simple informaticri retrieval by a user with

an immediate task at hand.

AN INFORmaTION- INSTRUCTION MODEL

Figure 2 presents a model of the processes of information retrieval

and instruction. The large block labeled "Information" represents the

recorded information of the world. The input to this vast data bank

is shown at the top, where unknown facts are observed and become known

facts--hence data. The librarian, knowing the needs of various kinds

of users, works within this area, creating and maintaining order. All

recorded information and all of the order it may possess exists ostensibly

for one reason only: so that this information may be imparted to others.

(It is also recognized that a vast quantity of scientific information

comes into existence so that whole documents can be traded as unit

commodities; the merit of their detailed contents is a secondary con-

sideration.)

Probably most information is ordered for the convenience of the

information user, sthown at the upper left. He receives the information,

uses it in performing his task, and usually then loses or buries it. The

person with a photographic memory is a rare exception.

Some information is retrieved by the instructor, shown aL the lower

right, whose purpose is to build it into inastruction. Most of this in-

formation enters his knowledge, where is it combined with existing knowl-

edge acquired from experience or earlier training. Out of this knowledge

a selection of information is made, organized, and encoded as an instruc-

tional message. Some of the information which the instructor retrieves,

however, may not actually go into his knowledge bank at all, but may be

used directly in his instructional task. (This is represented by the

arrow bypassing the instructor's knowledge.) The importance of this

information route will vary inversely with the creativity of the in-

structor.

That part of the instructional process which contains information--

the lesson--is labeled "Instructional Program" in Fig. 2. The reason
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is this: The term "instructional program," originating in the vocab-

ulary of programmed instruction, implies considerably more ti 1 the

presentation of information; it also includes the direction of learner

activities relevant to the information, the provision of resources,

and the application of methods for the practice of responses until the

achievement of stated learning objectives can be certified. Thus it

may encompass some, much, or all of the inbtructional process. The

program may actually direct the entire process, then, rather than sim-

ply initiate it, as the lesson commonly does.

As stated above, one of the most important objectives of instruc-

tion, especially in terms of lifelong education, is to train the learner

to utilize the information bank directly and to devise his own instruc-

tional process. This skill should be called self-instruction, rather

than self-study, since with it, the learner directs his own activities.

"Self-study" describes any learning activity of any sort which is per-

formed individually, whereas self-instruction, or independent study,

incorporates heuristic methods such as inquiry and search and discovery.

The lower arrow from the information bank to the learner represents the

activities involved in learning self-instructional skills. The upper

arrow represents this same process taking place outside the instruc-

tional process after transfer of the learned heuristic skills, so to

speak, into daily life.

During this process, the learner may be considered in much the

same light as the information user, except that his task at hand is

not external--it is the acqi*4 ring of knowledge. Students, especially

college students, may play the part of the mere information user, and

this is encouraged by a limited concept on the part of many people,

namely, that instruction is merely the process of dishing out informa-

tion. The task at hand for the student is often a paper or an exami-

nation on which he hopes to get a good grade. Cramming for an exam is

a kind of information-using; the crammer is frequently not really in-

terested in retention beyond a few hours or days, at the most.

A commonly held view is that learning is achieved when information

has been fitted into an individual's store of patterns and structures;

that is, when it has become knowledge. Such knowledge then becomes



part of the way the learner views the world, and it helps determine
the manner in which he perceives reality. Information that is not so
related finds no structure in which to be filed, which may explain why
it is not long retained.
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III. WHAT ARE COMMUNICATION MEDIA?

COMMUNICATION VERSUS TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING

The concept of communication is frequently confused with the much

simpler and more limited process of transmission. A communication

medium is a relatively large system that includes software as well as

hardware, plus all the resources necessary for the planning, production,

and proper utilization of this software. Communication plays an impor-

tant role in instruction, of course, and a communication medium used

for this purpose is called an instructional medium. Thus the television

instructional medium is something far more extensive than the television

transmission medium, which is merely a means of transmitting picture

and sound (see (a) of Fig. 3). Many kinds of wired or wireless trans-

mitting circuits are each capable of carrying messages associated with

several different communication media, as for example, voice-grade

telephone lines carrying teletype or telewriting messages. Not all

communication media are also transmitting media, and there are many

transmitting media, such as laser beams, wave guides, and the like,

that are not at present considered to be communication media. In gen-

eral, a transmission medium does not include any program softwara, and

in the example of television, again, it need not even include cameras

and microphones at one end of the system, or display equipment at the

other end.

It is characteristic of the television transmitting system, for

instance, that it can theoretically transmit almost anything that can

be recorded, whatever combination of sound, picture, or print it may

contain. In such a case it is the recording system which should be

considered the communication medium, not the transmitting system, be-

cause the recording system contains the program software elements.

When an instructional film is transmitted by television, for instance,

film is the instructional medium; television is only the transmitting

medium. It is only when the program materials are specifically made

for the television transmission system that the whole may be termed a

television communication medium.
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The same confusion occurs between mere recording systems and the

communication media that are based on these recording systems. The

magnetic-tape recording system, for instance, is only a recording me-

dium. Magnetic-tape recording systemq may be used to record audio,

video, telewriting, ur slow-scan TV. They contain only recording

equipmenft, recording material (tape), and playback equipment (see (b)

of Fig. 3). A video-tape recording system need not include cameras

and microphones at one end of the -system, or display equipment at~the

other.

The communication system, as shown in (c) of Fig. 3, will incor-

porate either a transmitting or recording system (or some combination

of the two) and in addition will incorporate components which concern

the message itself. Program origination (planning and production) and

program display (making the program visible and audible) are part of

neither transmitting nor recording processes, yet are vital parts of

the communication system.

The telephone, as we commonly comprehend it, is purely a transmit-

ting medium. We do not generally conceive of it as having any software

component. However, the telephone can be used as an instructional me-

dium, depending on the kind of program the telephone medium is trans-

mitting.

The universe is sometimes seen as a vast system of "wheels within

wheels." The communication medium, in turn, is useful only as part of

some larger instructional or informational system ((d) of Fig. 3), which

again must take its place in a larger social system.

The purpose of a transmission system is simply to get a message

from here to there. A recording system may have the same object, but

in addition it bridges time, sending a message from now to then, with

a minimum of loss, distortion, or added noise. Although Berkeley, who

proposed that the tree which falls on a desert island makes no sound,

might disagree, the transmission system may function perfectly whether

the message actually reaches anyone or not. Successful or effective

transmission is independent of what sort of message is sent, how it

may affect the recipient, or whether the result is good or bad.

The objectives of the communication system are more extensive.
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It starts and ends with people, and its purpose is to create and trans-

mit a message which will affect the receiver in the manner that the

sender intends. The message may simply include data that the recipient

will use, or it may be intended to permanently affect his behavior.

Communication, in and of itself, is rather limited in achieving

productive results. It may affect people briefly, but other activi-

ties are generally needed (such as performance practice) to make such

changes permanent. Thus good communication alone, in instruction, for

instance, generally is not sufficient to achieve learning. The objec-

tive of the instructional system, learning, is a personal, intrinsic

process which requires responsive activities by the learner. But it

must begin with communication of stimuli, selected and organized to

bring about learning. Part (d) of Fig. 3 shows some of the most impor-

tant functions in the teaching-learning process, including the communi-

cation system. Figure 4 is a more complete chart which breaks these ac-

tivities down into their components, identifies the various functions, and

suggests examples of each. The learning environment ': shown within the

larger social environment. The social objectives (or the job-performance

requirements in a training system), at the far right, should be compared

with actual social behavior or job perfonnance after graduation for an

ultimate evaluation and validation of the instructional system.

Figures 3 and 4 place the communication media in proper perspec-

tive, which has not always been done in the past. The failure of much

early educational broadcasting, for instance, stemmed from the broad-

caster's involvement in communication per se and a lack of sufficient

concern with the larger objectives which his medium may have been try-

ing to help achieve. It is not sufficient to design, produce, and

transmit an educational program, even if it has been publicized suf-

ficiently that the intended audience is there to receive the broadcast.

If the objective is learning, someone has to organize the learners--

get them to commit themselves to action, follow up on the activities

that the program may direct, provide human interaction and personal

interest, and monitor, observe, and measure their growth and achieve-

ment along the way. Mere lesson presentation is not the whole of in-

struction, as Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate.
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The presence of the message as part of the system, we have said,

is the condition which distinguishes the communication system from the

transmitting system. The message, of course, is not the medium, any

more than the medium is the message. There is nothing to be gained in

this discussion by going along with McLuhan's semantic trickery and

using message to mean the general social importance or significance of

the medium. We shall use message as everyone else does, to mean the

information which is communicated, and medium to mean the means whereby

communication is accomplished.

The message or content is generally organized into a form called

the program. "Program" is a very broad term and has many meanings,

at least two of which are applicable here: (1) a unified presentation

occupying a discrete period of time and having a beginning, a middle,

and an end (e.g., a television program), or (2) an organized activity,

such an programmed instruction. A program in this sense is unified and

discrete, as is that of definition 1, but it is also designed to clear

specifications related to its output objectives. An instructional pro-

gram, thus, would be based on clearly defined behavioral objectives,

would present instruction in small increments, would constantly elicit

and evaluate learner response, and would provide knowledge of results.

Any instructional medium is capable of this degree of programming, even

though it may possess no actual feedback channel.

Programs are rarely involved in the communication of simple infor-

mation to the information user. The message is merely encoded in words

or pictures, then further encoded in the technical transmission or re-

cording code of the medium.

In instructional communication, the content of the medium consists

of both the message and the program containing it. The message is what

the instructor says and the program is how he says it. * A curriculum

of specific information and general concepts as presented in a book

would differ from the same curriculum as presented in a film, for ex-

ample. Each medium requires the message to be encoded into a different

"*"Says" is used here in the general sense of expressing or present-
ing.
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format, using a different set of techniques, and resulting in a dfffer-

ent kind of program. "The medium shapes the message."* Within -Ach me-

dium, however, there is a wide variation in the kinds of programs that

can be devised. There are many kinds of books, for example, and many

ways of laying out type and illustrations.

The node! shown in Fig. 5 summarizes the points that have just

been made. There are nine successive stages in .he encoding and de-

coding of a message for communication via an instructional medium.

Step 1 is the conception of the message. A certain amount of informa-

tion is generated out of the instri!ctor's knowledge, some of which may

have also been retrieved from his access to information storage sys-

tems (see Fig. 2). Step 2 is the first encoding. The information is

expressed in language, Ahich need not necessaril,', be verbal--it may be

the language of pictures, for example, or of gestures, or combinations

of these.

Step 3, where the message is further encoded into a program, oc-

curs at the same time or later. (Step 3 is an artistic encoding re-

lying heavily on technique.) In Step 4 the third and final encoding

takes place when the program is transferred by technical means into

the analog or digital code of the recording or transmitting medium.

Step 5 is the actual transmission of the program (if a telecom-

munication medium is being used) or the combination of storage and

transportation, e.g., with a recording medium, this combination occurs

between the stage of recording (Step 4) and the stage of reading, play-

back, or display (Step 6).

Step 6 is the first stage of decoding, where the program is trans-

ferred into a perceptible form. Iu Step 7 the message receiver--in

this case, the learner--views the program (reads the book, listens to

the tape, etc.). He selectively decodes and comprehends the message

if it has relevance for him and he understands the language in which

it is encoded (Step 8). The last stage, Step 9, is learning, which

the learner must do for bimself; however, the instructor has designed

Personal communication from C. R. Carpenter, Pennsylvania State

University, July 1969,
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the message and the program to facilitate this process as much as pos-

sible.

If, as frequently is the case, a program is communicated via a com-

bination of media--recorded on video tape, for example, and subsequently

broadcast or transmitted by wire--another step mus- be added to the total

process. In Step 4 the prcgram is encoded into the magnetic analog code

of the recording medium (video tape) as shown, but before it can be trans-

mitted it must be transferred to the electrical analog code of television.

This is not a further encoding; it is a transfer process in which the pro-

gram is simultaneously decoded from its magnetic form and encoded Into

electrical impulses. The next decoding takes place nearly simultaneously

at the other end of the transmission path, in which case the program may

be either decoded immediately and viewed (as shown in Fig. 5) or trans-

ferred again to video tape to be decoded and viewed at a later time.

No program is involved in the transmission of simple Information,

rather than instruction, so the program encoding and decoding stages

(Steps 3 and 7 of the process) do not exist, and the entire process con-

sists of only seven steps.

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA VERSUS INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

An instructional medium makes it unnecessary for an instructor to

actually be present when and where his instructional presentation is re-

ceived. This separation is possible because the instructional program

contains all necessary parts of the message: audio or visual stimuli,

and exposition of some kind to give them the requisite significance. The

exposition is nearly always verbal--either spoken or written. The medium

carrying this complete message is being used as an instructional medium.

Considerable confusion in thinking has resulted from the practice of ap.-

plying the general term media to both complete instructional devices such

as films and video tapes, and to aids, such as charts and slides, that a

lecturer atight use to illustrate his remarks. These instructional aids

do not carry the entire instructional load but serve only to support a

classroom teacher's face-to-face presentation. But even if they are re-

ferred to as media, which appears to be common usage, a clear distinction

must be made between instructional aids and instructional media.
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Communication aids and communication media, among many other sub-

classes, are subsumed under the general term "media." (McLuhan even

lists roads, money, motorcars, and games as types of media.( 4 #) ) The

term audiovisual media, as presently uaed, covers both instructional

aids and instructional media, and this is the source of the failure of

many people to distinguish between them.

As a general rule, the instructional medium contains verbal expo-

sition, whereas the instructional aid does not. A device L,.at does not

contain narration, commentary, dialogue, or captions in its software

is gcnerally useful only as an aid to instruction; verbal exposition

by a lilre classroom teacher must usually accompany its presentation.

On the other hand, if the device does contain its own exposition, it

canno;. readily be used as an instructional aid; the sound must be turned

off or the prinited captions edited out, if the words of the program are

not to interfere with what the classroom teacher is trying to say.

Thus, for most purposez. the two categories, instructional aid and in-

structional medium, are mutually exclusive.

Three situations should be noted which may look like exceptions,

but which actually do not affect the rule: (1) A self-contained film,

a recorded speech, or a piece of music may be presented, not as instruc-

tion but as a subject for study in and of itself. This would constitute

neither an instructional aid nor an instructional medium. (2) A short

segment of sound film, a filmstrip, or another instructional device may

be integrated into a classroom lesson presentation. This is a clear

case of the use of an instructional medium, however brief the use may

be. When a film is on the screen, for example, the teacher will, in ef-

fect, turn the students over to the medium and expect them to give it

their full attention. The teacher may assist or supplement it by oc-

casional comments or provocative questions, but the medium is doing the

teaching. (3) A classroom teacher may interpose comments during the

running of a film, relate it to the recent experience of the class, name

individuals to respond to questions put by the film, etc. In this case

the teacher is assisting the film, not the other way around.

The main reason for this insistence on a clear distinction between

instructional aids and instructional media is the decided difference

between them in their importance to education. The difference is between
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incompleteness and completeness. The instructional aid generally plays

"a minor role in a limited-output system, in which an instructor making

"a lesson presentation reaches no more learners than his classroom can

hold. Except for becoming more widely and effectively used, instruc-

tional aids in the classroom will probably never play a more important

role than they do today. Certainly they are not likely to change the

nature of instruction.

Instructional media, on the other nand, can be put at the core of

a system, the output of which could be staggering. Recording media and

telemedia, able to reach tremendous numbers of learners with a single

lesson presentation, are capable of both raising the overall quality of

instruction and greatly extending its reach. Even the instructional aids

will play a more significant role when they are part of Lhe programming

of instructional media. The instructional media have the poLential to

transform instruction as much as the mass entertainment and information

media have transformed society over the last fifty years.

One trend should be menroned in regard to this impending revolution

in learning: the trend toward independent learning and self-instruction.

Instructional media may play their most important role in this area. Be-

cause no educational system will be capable of imparting to an individual

all the knowledge he will need in the future, learners will be increas-

ingly trained in the skills of information retrieval and self-instruction.

Individual study carrels, autoinstructional devices, single-concept films,

and individual cartridge projectors are examples of technological 4evelop-

ments within this trend. Note, however, It is the instructional media

with their built-in verbal exposition which will be used in self-instruc-

tion, not instructional aids. The instructional aids, limited to func-

tioning as illustrative material for face-to-face teacher presentation,

not self-contained and not self-explanatory, will have little if any role

to play in self-instruction.

SOME IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNICATION MEDIA

One of the reasons for the importance of communication media in our

rapidly developing society is the fact that senders of messages find it

increasingly difficult to deliver them in person. Face-to-face communi-

cation is still generally felt to be the most effective technique--in the
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performing arts, in persuasion, and in instruction (except for lectures

in large halls where the communication is face-to-distant-face). How-

ever, our societies have grown far too large for personal contact be-

tween all those who have something to say and those who might want to

hear (or see) it. But in making it possible for one person to communi-

cate with another at a distance, and/or at another time, the inventors

of the media have orened up a vast new dimension. The dimension is mea-

sure4 by the number of people that a single message may reach, and the

key characteristic that makes this dimension possible is reproducibility.

REPRODUCIBILITY

Telecormmu'%ication media can transmit a single message to countless

widely separated viewer/listeners at one time. Recording media can

put a single message into permanent form which can be multiplied into

many identical c:opies and delivered countless times for countless reader/

viewer/llstener,3 over a long period of time. This is not only conve-

nient but extremely economical.

The reproducibility of communicated messages via the media is one

of the major achievements of technological civilization. "Margaret

Mead has reported that when she brought several copies of the same book

to a Pacific island there was great excitement. The natives had seen

books, but only one cdpy of each, which they had assumed to be unique.

Their astonishment at the identical character of several books was a

natural response to what is after all the most magical and potent as-

pect of print and mass production. It involves a principle of exten-

sion by homogenization that is the key to understanding Western power.

There are four kinds of reproducibility, three of which can make

possible large economies of scale in communication:

1. Point-to-point transmission (one reproduction in one distant

place)

2. Point-to-many-point transmission (simultaneous reproductions

in many distant places)

3. Recording (many sequential reproductions at different times

and places)
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4. Printing (many duplications made of one recording, thereby in-

creasing the possible number of sequential reproductior. at

different times and places)

The first kind of reproducibility is based on simple transmission.

The telephone speaker's voice, tor example, is reproduced in the lis-

tener's ear. If the transmission t~kes place within normal earshot oz

other perceptual range, such as within a room, it can be called ampli-

fication or magnification. For telecommunication co exist, the sender

and receiver must be separated by distance greater than normal sight or

hearing range. This kind of reproducibility is on a one-to-one basis--

the message is reproduced once and in one place. Individual cummunica-

tion media have only this capability.

The telecommunication media, such as live radio and television,

add another dimension of reproducibility. Via these media, a message

is simultaneously reproduced for listeners or viewers in many differ-

ent physical locations. The reception of the message is multiplied by

the medium.

The recording media exhibit still other kinds of reproducibility.

Once a message is recorded it can be stored, carried from place to place,

and reproduced sequentially many times in many places, over a long pe-

riod of time. This kind of reproducibility may be further extended by

duplicating the software containing the message. Films and books can

be printed, and other media are dubbed or duplicated. The message it-

self is multiplied by this use of the recording medium.

When recorded messages are transmitted by telecommunication media,

they may have the simultaneous reproducibility of telecommunication

while retaining the sequential reproducibility of the recording media.

That is to say, a recorded message may, if broadcast, be received si-

multaneously over a wide geographical area and in addition, via mul-

tiple copies, may also reach a large number of viewer/listeners over

a period of time. While telemedia released communication from the con-

straints of place, recording media released it from the constraints of

both place and time.
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EFFECTIVENESS

A common first reaction to the application of a comunication me-

dium is that it must be less effective than face-to-face communication

with ar individual or grocp. Deoending oti the meaning assigned to the

word "effective." this can be true, however, there ere several factors

which can tend to make t-e reverse true. If ticse factors are under-

stood and emphasized, many kinds of communication can be considerably

more effectively presented via a medium then fic4-to-face. To exem-

plify this po!nt, let us consider s specific medium, television, in

respect to a specific kind oi communic-ation, instruction.

when televisi3n is intioduced into an instructional system to re-

place certain traditional elements of that system, it can have qualita-

tive advzntages over what nas been done before. Television lessons can

be better prepared an an bring better teachers Into the average class-

room, despite the tenoency of media presentations to be imperconal. To

some pecple this impersonaiicy seems like a large obstacle to effective-

ness, Also, the large-scale or mass aspects of the media bring to mind

an unfortunate analogy with mass produ(tion and assembly-line manufac-

ture. It is often expected, therefore, that students who receive les-

son presentation by instzactionaJ media will achieve poorer results

tLhar. students who have been taught by traditional classroom methods.

If this is so, it has not been detected in a very large number of com-

(5)
parative studies. Neither has any evidence been found to show that

presentation via an instructional medium, per se, results in any greater

s:holastic. achievement than c assroom presentation. A recent study re-

vievea some 421 ccmparisons of instructional television with traditional

teaching, of which 308, or 73 percent, showed no significant difference

in achievement between experimental and control groups. In 15 percent

there was a significant difference favoring television, and in only 12

percent was there a significant difference favoring the traditional

classroom methods. (6)

These results have, of course, been interpreted in many ways, de-

pending on the prior bias of the interpreter. Opponents of instruc-

tional television (ITV), for example, see in such data no i-dication of

any advantage to using the medium, as far as achievement is concerned.
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Proponents say that ITV has beer stijin to be at least as effective as

cornventional methods, so it say be used where economies are indicated,

without fear of lowering staticiards. Some skeptics say the failure to

show any significant difference ms: be due to the inadequacy of measur-

Jng methods, and others sugge:st that it is duE to the paucity of our

kiowledge abouc the learning froces--ir their view, both ITV and con-

venti:nal methods may be equally inept.

It should be noted that many of these studies bave tailed to mea-

sure some of the most important factori. In arder to be scientifically

valid, most ,iere designed to control all variables rigidly, except the

one being examined--television versus face-to-face instructici. In real

life, however, the introduction of a new significant element into a sys-

tem generally affects all other elements of the system, and it is in

these secondary, unmeasured effects that instructional media can often

provide advantages. A typical example is the use of television lessons

for basic presentation, that is, Ehe initial exposition of a given sub-

ject matter. There are many ways in which ITV lessons can be superior,

by usual standards, to classroom lessons and, if these standards are

valid, can be more effective in producing learning. The same arguments

can be used to support the use of various other instructional media.

1. ITV lessons can provide audiovisual enrichment. Audio and vi-

sual materials of many kinds may be used in television production. Of-

ten these are the same kinds of materials that are used as instructional

aids in the classroom. However, the television teacher can spend much

more time than the classroom teacher on the selection and/or production

of such materials and generally has the assistance of librarians and

craftsmen, as well as a wider range of material3 from which to select.

Thus the televised lesson can be greatly enhanceJ in audiovisual com-

plexity, compared with the average classroom presentation with generally

available instructional aids. Insofar as this is constructive rather

than distracting, it can lead to increased effectiveness.

2. More effort can be put into the preparation of ITV lessons.

Since television lessons reach many learners in many classrooms, more

time and energy can go into them than is available, in the economics

of school instruction, for the lesson which is to be given only once
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to one group of learners. Assuming that this energy is well directed,

the !TV lesson can be better thought out, better organized, and better

presented than the usual classroom lesson.

3. ITV lessons can raise the average level of lesson quality in

a school system. When television is used in basic presentation, it re-

places a large number of good, bad, and mediocre classroom presentations

of the same material, with a single televised presentation of the high-

est available quality. The medium thus offers the opportunity to raise

the average level of effectiveness of presentation of the given lesson

material throughout the system. This in turn can help assure a higher

overall level of student achievement.

4. ITV lesson presentation is public, not private. The television

lesson is presented in a more public context than the classroom lesson,

because it is transmitted (even though this may be within a closed-cir-

cuit system); administrators, colleagues, visitors, etc., are likely to

see it, since it is not confined to the relative privacy of the single

classroom. This makes it more egoo-involving for the performer and par-

ticipants and motivates greater care and effort in its preparation. It

should be noted, however, that if this factor creates nervousness or

camera fright, it will often cause the kind of stiffness and formality

that is destructive to communication. Under these conditions, it fre-

quently happens that a teacher who is very effective in the classroom

is deadly on ITV.

5. ITV lessons can release the classroom teacher for other impor-

tant functions. Perhaps the most important contribution of the media

to the improvement of instruction is an indirect one. Media, especially

when programmed, can fulfill many instructional functions traditionally

performed by the classroom teacher. Lesson presentation, drill and

practice, and review may be done as well via a medium as by a class-

room teacher. On the other hand, probably the most important things

that happen in a classroom are things that only the teacher can pro-

vide: interaction, help, support, understanding, enthusiasm, encour-

agement. The teacher, as group leader, can greatly help the learner to

relate well with his peers and to learn how to become part of a social
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unit. At the elementary level, only a teacher can constitute an adult

model to emulate; only a teacher can take a sincere personal interest

in a child. There is little enough of these priceless ingredients in

any classroom. Where the use of a medium can release teacher energies

for these essential functions, the entire instructional system cannot

fail to benefit.
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"NV. A PROPOSED TAXONOMY OF COMMUNICATION MEDIA

What are these media which are becoming so important in our ex-

panding world, and what can we do with them? The first step in answer-

ing these questions is to classify the media so that some generalizations

can be made about them. Since communication media are all the product

of man's inventiveness, •:here is no natural relationship among them to

discover; we must choose some arbitrary means of classification. The

best means, we may assume, will be the means that is the most useful.

Prior to this, however, we must establish a set of criteria with which

we can distinguish between (a) e medium and a nonmedium, (b) one me-

dium and another, and (c) a discrete medium and a multimedia application.

COMMUNICATION-MEDIA CRITERIA

The first criterion for a communication medium is that it be ca-

pable of communicating messages that are complete within themselves and

do not require face-to-face verbal narration at the point of reception.

This criterion distinguishes the communication media from audio or visual

aids.

The second criterion is that the system be capable of reproducing

a program either by simultaneous reproducibility (point--to-point, or

point-to-many-point) or sequential reproducibility (recording or record-

ing and printing). The capability of reproduction may not be exercised in

every application; it is possible in any recording medium, for instance,

that local production may result in a single copy for a single use.

The fact that the system is capable of reproducibility, however, qualifies

it under this criterion. Tnese first two criteria, then, distinguish a

communication medium from a nonmedium.

The next tdo criteria are useful in distinguishing one medium from

another. They have been used in deciding which systems are independent

media and which are varieties or subclasses of other media. Criterion 3,

then, states that a system is an independent medium if it utilizes dif-
ferent or additional ways of representing information from those of its
near relatives. Thus the sound motion picture Is considered to be a dif-

ferent medium from the silent film, even though the equipment configurations
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are so similar that many hardware items are interchangeable betwoen the

two. Through the addition of audio, the nature of the medium is sub-

stantically changed, requiring quite different production techniques

and opening up a broad nev range of uses.

Criterion 4 states that a medium is distinct if it is based on de-

vices (hardware) that are of a different kind from those of its near

relatives--that is, different combiraticns of electrical, mechanical,

photogrdphic andlor optical processes. Thus audio-disc recording (a

mechanical record) has been classed as a separate medium from audio-

tape recording (a magnetic record), even though the same program could

be recorded on either and the listener who heard only the result might

not know or care about the difference. Application of this criterion

is somewhat arbitrary, however, as demonstrated by the fact that FM

and AM radio are not separated. The difference between these, while

grlot enough that messages transmitted by one system cannot be received

by the other, is still not sufficient to be considered a difference in

kind--at least not for our present purposes.

Criteria 5 and 6 (see p. 32) distinguish discrete communication

media from multimedia combinations. Sometimes a program display is

combined with additional displays that require their own hardware sys-

tems (radio broadcast combined with projected slideQ, for instance).

When the additional elements are not encoded into the primary medium

and/or constitute materials that did not come from sender to receiver

along with the primary message in a single "package," the whole may be

called an instructional communication system, but not a single medium.

It is not uncommon, for example, for an audio tape to be planned

in conjunction with a studert workbook, with the intent that illustra-

tions in the Douk are to be viewed while the tape is heard, (The work-

book also may provide a medium for overt learner responses.) This is

an instructional system which integrates two communication media simul-

taneously: audio tape and printed page. The two cannot be called a

single medium even though they are integrated into a single Instruc-

tional system.

At least three of the telemedia possess augmented forms in which

locall7 displayed elements are coordinated with the transmitted elements.
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These are telelecture, radiovision, and telewritevision. Radiovision

is often discussed as an independent medium, whereas telelecture and

telewritevision are generally considered to be simply augmented forms

of telephone and telewriting. For our purposes, all three of these sys-

tems will be considered to be simultaneous multimedia systems in which

an audio telemedium is augmented by the simultaneous display of coordi-

nated visual elements.

There are cases that are difficult to distinguish, For example,

the sound filmstrip with separate sound might be said to consist of an

audio-disc (or audio-tape) system in coordination with a silent-filmstrip

system. Because both of these systems are integrated into a single

piece of display hardware, however, and because both iilmstrip and record

are included in the same package, separate-sound filmstrip qualifies as

a discrete medium.

The ultimate jidgment of classification will probably be based on

usage as much as logic. If an audio and printed-materials system became

widely popular, such as the currently used audio tape and workbook sys-

tem for language teaching, both materials would probably be distributed

in the same package, and it would come to be described by a single name as

a single system. Thus we can foresee the possibility of successful com-

binations of means, which are considered multimedia applications today,

becoming integrated in hardware and packaging and becoming single and

discrete new media tomorrow.

In summary, let us briefly review these criteria which a system

must meet if it is to be called a communication medium:

1. The system must be capable of conveying a complete message;

it must be self-contained and self-supporting.

2. The sy3tem must be capable of reproducing the mcssage in the

same or another form in one or mote of the following ways:

simultaneously in a distant place; simultaneously in many dis-

tant places; sequentially over a period of time; sequentially

and simultaneously in many times and places.

3. The system must involve a distinct combination of ways of

representing information.
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4. The system must use a special equipment system (for one or all

of the various encoding, transmitting, and decoding functions).

5. A discrete system includes only the program elementr, and rate-

rials which reach the receiver from the sender through one

transmission or recording system.

6. All elements of the program must be distributed in the same

package.

Criteria 1 and 2 distinguish communication media from aids; criteria

3 and 4 distinguish one communication medium from another; and criteria

5 and 6 distinguish discrete communication media from multimedia appli-

cations.

The communication media of which the author is aware are listed

by class in Table 1. Each of these media, of course, has its varieties

(for example, the various gauges of film). There may be other clearly

defined media which have been inadvertently omitted from the list; al-

most certainly, others will evolve in the future.

There are points of correlation between the telecommunication and

recording media. Several telecommunication media appear to have

recordlng-media counterparts, which could possibly be used to record

messages as they arrive via telecommunication media, or to record mes-

sages in advance for later transmission via these media. There is a

basic difference between a telemedium and its recording-medium counter-

part; they have quite difterent characteristics and uses and should not

be confused. In Table 1, such media are related to their counterparts

by dashed lines.

Telecommunication nedia are those that can involve instantaneous

transmission via wire, broadcast channel, or other such means. In the

A somewhet different view is taken by Winslow in Ref. 5. He makes
no basic distinction between television and video tape, seeing video
tape as a device for storage/retrieval of television--a means of com-
munication delay. Television, in his view, is an audio-motion-visual
medium in real time, video tape the same thing in delay time. While
this concept serves the case of video recording, and probably applies
as well to recorded still television, recorded telewriting, and punched
paper tape, it cannot be generalized to otheg media, especially to those
that have no telemedia or recording-media counterparts.
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Table 1

TIHF COMM'IYCAH!ON MEDIA

TELECOMMUNICATION R RECORDING

CLASS 1: AUDIO-MOTION-VISUAL MEDIA

Television- - - - - Video tape
Picturephoneb Film TV recording

Sound film

CLASS H:- AUDIO-STILL-VISUAL MEDIA

Slow-scan TV - - -b Recorded still TVb
Time-shared TVb Sound filmstrip

Sound slide-set
Sound-on-slideb
Sound pageb

Talking bookb

CLASS I:, AUDIO-SEMIVISUAL MEDIA

Telewriting - - ------- I - - Recorded telewriting b

CLASS I7: MOTION-VISUAL MEDIA
S Silent film

CLASS V: ST'LL-VISUAL MEDIA

Facsir,.ile - ------- ------- Printed page
Filmstrip
Picture set
Microform

Video fileb

CLASS V: AUDIO MEDIA

Telephone F A,d;o disc
Radio Audio tape

CLASS ,II. TYPE MEDIA

Teletype-- - " Punched paper tape

aDashed lines indicate counterparts.

bNot in common use at the present time.
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pure form of these media, origination of message or program is simul-

taneous with its reception. Setting aside for the moment the trans-

mittal of previously recorded materials such as film on television,

audio tapes on radio, etc., what one sees or hears through these media

is being picked up by a microphone or scanned by a camera at the very

moment of broadcast; the program exists in real time. The viewer or

listener has the sense of immediacy, knowing that what he sees )r hears

is at that very moment happening in a distant place. The possible

advantages or importance of "seeing at a distance," rather than seeing

something which was recorded in the past, will be discussed later.

Possibly the heaviest uses of these media, however, do not require

or use the real-time characteristic and its attendanL sense of immediacy.

Any of the telecommunication media can be used simply as transmitting

media, to relay recorded materials from one place to one or many other

placecs. Soxne of the telecommunication media, such as television and

still-picture telerision, can transmit many types of recorded media.

It :.s aoticl.pated that the picturephone, an individual medium not yet

in general use, will also cffer such possibilities.

by contrast, in the recording media, the content is made permanent

and can be reproduced at any time. The earliest recording medium was

probibly drawing; the first real instiuctional medium came with the in-

vention of writing, but writing was mainly an individual medium because

it could only be reproduced by laborious copying. Printing was the

earliest recording medium with broad reproducibility; its history goes

back about 500 years, and it is still the most heavily used of all the

recording media, by a vast margin.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TELFMEDIA AND RECORDING MEDIA

The media in Table 1 are divided into seven classes based on the

combinations of audio and visual elements which they utilize. The

characteristics of these classes will be discussed in detail in a later

section. The relationships between the recording and the transmitting

Thus, the word "tele," meaning "far" in the original Greek, has
been frequently used in naming theqe media.
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media are diagrammed in Fig. 6. Face-to-face communication is the

traditional and most direct method. The sender (the teacher, in the

case of instruction) formulates and encodes a message, then by speech,

gesture, or other means conveys this message to one or more receivers

(e.g., learners) who are within his sight and hearing. The next method

involves a recording medium in which the recording is under the sender's

control. The recorded message becomes tangible software for the system;

it is transported to the receiver, where it is played back zud displayed.

Audio and video tapes, films, and filmstrips are examples of such media.

The printed page is also a medium o, this type, but it differs from the

others in that the receiver requires no complex piece of playback equip-

ment for display. Instead, the receiver uses a highly developed skill

to decode the message, or a second person possessing this skill acts as

a decoder.

The third method utilizes electronic transmission instead of trans-

portation to carry the message from sender to receiver. Those media

that have direct counterparts in both the telemedia and recording-media

groups are capable of three additional methods which contbine telecom-

munication and recording in various ways.

Now let us examine the communication model we have been discussing

in somewhat greater detail. If the message is to be contained in a pro-

gram, the sender will put it through a production process prior to trans-

mission or recording. He may theu elect to transmit it directiy in real

time, or to record it and transmit it later. Delayed transmission is

the most widely used method in present-day television broadcasting, for

instance; programs are recorded on video tape when convenient to the

scheduling of the studios. and later transmitted when corvenient to the

prcgram schedule. Control over the tire of communication may also be

exercised by the receiver at the other erd of the process. Thus a

school may pick tip and record ITV programs at the time they are broad-

cast, playing them back later, often several times, to fit them better

into existing school schedules. The various points in the process where

time control is possible are shown by the blocks in Fig. 6 marked "stor-

age." At the receiving end, either playback or reception may take place

at the point of display (as when a tape is playeu back in thts classroom,
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MESSAGE 1. FACE-TO-FACE MESSAGE
SENDER COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

PRODUCTION
PROCESS

2. TRANSPORTATION O

RECORDING 0O LABC

IC-ETRA LOCAL

PLAYBACKRECORDING

3. TRANSMISSION q

Fig.6- Simplified model of telemedia and recording-media

integration
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or a television receiver is tuned in), or they may take place at a cen-

tral point such as a local school and be piped to the intended audience

via a local transmission system. The extra line from local playback,

joining the reception route, indicates the possibility of playback over

a local transmission system, rather than at the point of display.

LIVE VERSUS RECORDED BROADCASTING

Both radio and tele .sion broadcasting began as nearly exclusively

live media, adding the element of central recording (see Fig. 6) only

when sufficiently high-fidelity recording systems had been developed

that it was not possible for the general audienc, to distinguish be-

tween recorded and live presentation.

There has been considerable difference of opinion since the first

days of the broadcast media, concerning the merits or advantages of

live telecommunication versus the playback of recordings. Most broad-

casters have agreed, for example, that the "newness" of news broadcasts

and the "actuality" of special events and sports contests requires the

immediacy of live transmission. "This is Ed Murrow in London" carried

"a significance for real-time broadcasting which it could never have for

"a recording.

There. was even a strong case made, in the days of live television

drama, to support the stand that a live television drama was an actual

performance, like the living theater, and therefore required the actual-

ity of the live broadcast. Live television drama, it was maintained,

conveyed a feeling of audience participation never possible when , film

was trans'nitted. The appearance of viceo-tape recording, however, made

possible the permanent recording of productions where television tech-

niques wece used, with such technical quality that the playback w's in-

distinguishable from live display. The argument was then no longer as

clear-cut, and the difference in audience response seemed to disappear.

This effect may have been more apparent than real, howevel, because overt

audience response had never really been possible. The discussions did not

die, however, until the near disappearance of live drama on televi ion.

Similar arguments are also heard pro and con the question of live-

production versus recoiding media in relation to instruction. Again,
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there can be no doubt as to the necessity for live telecommunication to

provide dialogue via a two-way system. It is even considered essential

for some administrative uses, such as announcements of school events

and the regular visits of the school superintendent with his staff. The

institutions that use live television for lesson presentation, however,

justify it on the basis of lack of video-tape-recording (VTR) equipment,

lack of funds for the tape inventory required for all recorded presen-

tations, and the advantage of possible revision and improvement when

lessons are produced afresh each time they are presented. There is

also another viable argument for live transmission: The studio teacher

who knows he is recording something for all posterity may be frozen into

formality. In general, however, the central recording of a lesson at a

time that is convenient for production, and the playback of the lesson

later, when it is convenient to the school schedule (that is, delayed

transmission), has not been considered less effective than live trans-

mission. There is great doubt that learners distinguish any difference

among live transmission, delayed transmission, and the transmission of

recordings. There is little evidence, however, to determine just what

learners do imagine a given medium to be, and what difference it would

make, if any, if they learned that something was really recorded when

they thought it was live, or really live when they thought it was re-

corded.

It seems likely that the learner will tend to respond to a program

either as if it were the most commonly experienced mode, or as if it

were the more desirable of the two possibilities. in general, since

seeing something that is happening at a distance is somewhat more mag-

ical than seeing something that happened in the past, school children,

at least, would probably react to video tape as though it were a live

broadcast. This will probably change as portable video-tape machines

become increasingly familiar in the classroom and video tape becomes

the more common consciously experienced medium.

CLASSES OF MEDIA

In the past, communication media have been classified in various

ways. Purpose, for example, used as a basis for classification, divides
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the field into information, instructional, and entertainment media.

Mass media, chose media which have so pervaded our society that they

are used by very large numbers of people, may be distinguished from

media which are limited to group or individual use. Media have also

been divided into those that are essentially two-way and are used for

intercommunication purposes, like the telephone, and those that are

essentially one-way. McLuhan speaks about "hot" and "coo]" media. A

more valuable approach is to divide those which are personal from those

which are impersonal.(7) One trouble with most of these classification

systems is that they are bascd on current and possibly temporary char-

acteristics. On the other hand, division into telemedia and recording

media is permanent because it is clearly an intrinsic differentiation.

The ways in which a medium represents nformation define another basic

and intrinsic set of characteristics. Trese ways are, basically, audio

and visual, with the added possibility that the visual elements may be

given motion.

For this study, we shall treat audio as a single element, although

in representing information, audio can be classified in three categories:

(1) the hunman voice, which produces symbolic sound (except for singing);

(2) natural or artificial sounds and noises, which are largely concrete

rather than symbolir; and (3) music, which is most often not a way of

representing information, but an object in its own right.

Picture anI print can be considered two ends of a visual continuum,

ranging from highly realistic photographs in motion to alphanumeric sym-

bols. Between these extremes are drawings, diagrams, maps, charts, pic-

tographs, ideograms, logograms, and other symbols. The division between

picture (icon) and print (symbol) in the nbove list occurs between the

,nap and the chart. Despite the fact that a map may contain many symbolic

elements, as a whole it is a kind of picture, since it represents some-

thing by expressing its spatial relationships. The chart, on the other

hand, bears no relationship in physical form to the information it rep-

resents, except in a symbolic fashion. Hence, pictures are most appro-

priate for representing people, places, and things; print is appropriate

for generalities and for abstract concepts. Unless the latter function

is performed by the spoken word, pictures, to be instructional, must

almost always be accompanied by printed or written symbols.
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For our present purposes we shall divide the print-picture con-

tinuum into three parts instead of two, adding an intermediate class,

line graphics. Under line graphics we will include all graphic repre-

sentations that do not attempt to be realistic. Graphics that represent

the three dimensions of space in a realistic manner will be considered

pictures. All the known means of visial representation may be laid out

in a continuum, extending from the most abstract at one end to the most

realistic at the other. (See Fig. 7.)

There are still other ways of representing information, such as

Braille, which presents data to the tactile sense. A communication

system has been developed for men in combat which utilizes a pressure

belt, applying meaningful pressures in various areas and in various pat-

terns of pulses. These means of communication, however, are generally

limited to special needs. Because of the relatively limited importance

of the minor senses in comparison with sight and hearing, we can expect

that tactile and pressure communication will not be extensively used.

The language of gesture and bodily demonstration, dramatization,

mime, and dance can also be highly useful in some situations. In 'he

past, sign language has been an important means of communication, used,

for example, between American Indian tribes that were linguistically

unrelated.

The ways of representing information used by the communication

media listed in Table 1 are limited to the audio and the visual. The

visual is further subdivided, as discussed above, into picture, line

graphics, and print. On this basis, then, seven classes of communica-

tion media are defined.

Class I: Audio-Motion-Visual. This is the most encompassing of

all the media classes, since it utilizes all audio and visual means

of representation. Television and sound film are Class I media. Theo-

retically, programming for any of the other media may be transmitted or

recorded by media of Class I.

Class IT: Audio-Still-Visual. T:.is is the second most encompass-

ing media class; it is capable of everything that Class I media can do,

By the HUMRRO Corporation, Alexandr~.a, Va.
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PICTURES

WMtion pictures Animated cartoons

Photographs Exploded views

Paintings Skeletal views

Realistic drawings Phantom views

Sketches Rel ief maps
Cartoons

LINE GRAPHICS

Line drawings Cross sections
nnd views Plans and elevations

Scale maps

Organization charts Stylized maps

Flow charts (not to scale)

Pie charts Line graph5

Bar charts Block diagrams
Schematics

PRINT

Alphanumeric characters

Varioua, graphic signs, signals, and symbols

Handwriting

Fg7VSYMBOLIC

Fig. 7--Visual elements



e'cept the repreaentation of motiron. Sound filmstrip is ai: example of

Class II media.

Class III; Audio-Semivisual. Medka of this class ate called semi-

visual because they are capasle of print and line-graph-2 repreuentation

but do not include the capacity to transmit or record pictorial material.

Telewriting is the only currently used medium of this class,

C Class IV: Motion-Visual. This class is capable of everythinS in-

cluded in Class I except audio. Sileut film is the single current ex-

ample of motion-visual media.

Class V: Still-Visual. Still-visual media represent information

with all the visual methods but do not represent motion, except by im-

plication. The printed page and the filmstrip are examples of Class V
media, the only class that is not time-based.

Class VT. Audio. Media using sound only, such as tape, disc,

and radio, c-,mprise this class.

Class VII: Type. Media of Class VII represent information only

through alphanumeric and other symbolic characters, Teletype and punched

paper tape are the current examples of telemedia and recording media

in this class.

MULTIMEDIA AND CROSS' MEDIA APPLICATIONS

The terms "multimedia" and "cross-.nedia" can be considered synony-

mous, so only the former will be used iu this discussion. "Multimedia"

applies to any situation where more than one medium is employed in a

single communication. Multiple media can be used in either the sequen-

tial condition or the simultaneous. The most common pattern of multi-

media use exists when several media are used sequentially as part of a

single presentation. An auditorium program, for example, that begins

with a tape recording, follows this with a filmstrip, and ends with a

sound film is a multimedia presentation.

As an example of simultaneous multimedia presentation, audio or

audiovisual media may be combined with printed materials, such as stu-

dent workbooks, which are intended to be used while listening to the
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sound, It is necessary, of course, that the c3ordination of two such

media be planned (and program materials for both be prepared and pro-

duced) together,

Most such simultaneous multimedia combinations include one of the

still-visual media, the only filass of media which is not time-based.

The still-visual component, be it pictures or print, is generally "syn-

chronized" to the progress of the time-I 2sed component (usually audio

narration) by the viewer himself. This is to say, he turns pages as

needed, looks where he is directed to look and keeps up with the pre-

sentation.

A similar process takes place in the group mode in the case of

radiovision or telclecture. During the audio presentation by radio

or telephone, a projectionist listens for the proper cues and advances

slides in synchrony with the program.

It has been suggested that the most useful multimedia combinations

may in the future be integrated, resulting in systems that will have to

be considered as discrete media. This is probably the route of most

fruitful development in the media field. Various combinations of com-

munication means will be tried out in practice, and those systems that

prove most successful will be further developed--integrated, unified,

simplified in operation and in program packaging--in response to demand.

It is probable that the most valuable of these new multimedia systems

will be those constituting the communication components of computer-

controlled and managed instructional systems (see the discussion on

pp. 49 - 53).

There is still another frequently used connotation to the term
"multimedia": a presentation in which a lecturer uses several kinds of

instructional aids. For example, the lecturer might use a portion of a

tape-recorded speech as an object of study, a set of slides to illus-

trate his presentation, and a silent film over which he supplied a nar-

ration. While this would, in common parlance, be called a multimedia

presentation, it might more properly be called a multiaid presentation.

In recent years there has been a trend in media presentations to-

ward the simulLaneous display of several slides, or films and slides,

on multiple screens. The projection function becomes so complex in
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these highly impressive present3tions that the people who operate the

project)rs must often be the same peop> who have been involved in the

production process. Several universities have permanently equipped

auditoriums for the multiple-.creen presentation of elaborately illus-

trated lectures. The screens ere generally of the rear-projection type,

forming a wall between the front of the auditorium and a projection

room directly behind thc1- screen(s). Several projectors are installed

in this room; each is equipped with a short-focal-length lens in order

to produce a large picture even though the pr'ojector-to-screen distance

is very short. In a typical multimedia auditorium a set of slides may

be immediately followed by a film and this by a large-screen television

image originating in the instructor's television camera, which is mounted

over the lectern. The instructor uses this camera to display illustra-

tions from books, to demonstrate small biological specimens, or ta draw

his own equations and diagrams. While the lecturer may display this

series of instructional aids sequentially, the sophistication of the

equipment and control system Is such that all of the screens may be

used simultaneously. A history -- ofessor, for example, may use a slide

showing a map of the Ottoman Empire and a second slide listing a series

of key events and dates, and he may leave these two displayed for con-

stant reference while he runs atiother set of slides on the ma4n screen.

Equipment is available on the open market with which it is possible

to prepare a punched tape or audio tape for control purposes, on which

the sequence of projectors and slides can be coded and controlled by

push-button from the lectern. The instructor may follow a script and

advance the projection system to the next event, however many projectors

it may involve, simply by punching a single button whenever he reaches

a cue to do so on his script.

Alternatively, he may depart from the preset procedure and control

each projector manually if desired. Some installations include one or

more random-access slide projectors which make it possible for the in-

structor to return to any numbered slide for review or discussion, sim-

plv by pushing the correspondingly numbered button. It is even possible,

in some of these installations, to prerecord the lecture on audio tape,

add cue pulses in the proper places, and allow the audio tape to advance
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the control tape, which in turn operates the projectors and other in-

structional aids being used.

This example meets at least one of the criteria given earlier for

an instru':tional medium: It is self-contained. It does not require,

in the case of the recorded lecture at least, a live teacher's narra-

tion; it contains a complete program.

Even the recorded multimedia lecture, however, does not meeu the

second criterion--that programs produced in the medium must be capable

of being reproduced. If it becomes possible to packagt punched-paper

tape, slide sets, and film clips along with the tape-recorded narration

and ship the whole complex off to another location for a repeat of the

presentation, we might stretch the point, but that condition would be

most unlikely to occur. Most multimedia installations are custom de-

signed, and a presentation, once prepared and released, can generally

be reproduced only in the auditorium for which it was designed.

It should be noted that approximately the same number of man-hours

are required for the planning, preparation, and rehearsal of such a

multimedia presentation as are required to produce a program of the

-ame length and containing the same elements in one of the Class I or

Class II media. The costs of production equipment are al.so roughly

similar. When this is recognized, it can be readily understood why some

people have questioned the feasibility of the multimedia auditorium.

Of course, the multimedia presentation can be visually and emotion-

ally most effective and a valuable enhancement for an institution. The

display of a single audio-motion-visual or audio-still-visual medium

currently lacks the possibility of simultaneous multiscreen projection.

It can be recorded and distributed, however, and be extensively repro-

duced nearly anywhere, at many places at once, over a long period of

time, at very little cost, and without any further concern on the part

of the lecturer and his production assistants. Proponents may argue

that the multimedia projection system and the rep-_i.cib'e medium are

quite different things, which are appropriate for different purposes

and cannot be considered alternatives for one another. This is true--

the multimedia system is not an instructional medium but is simply a

very sophisticated and dramatic method of using instructional aids.
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MEDIA WITHIN MEDIA

A primary advantage of classification by ways of representing in-

formation is that it indicates very re idily how the program software

of one medium may form the contcnt of another, and how one medium may

be used as a transmitting or recording medium for another. The com-

monest example is the transmission of film via television, or con-

versely, the recording of a television program on film. Figure 8

shows how program software of simpler media may be included in more

comple, media. For example, a Class V recording such as a filmstrip

(column V) could be transmitted or recordeo by media in Classes I, Il,

or IV (as shown in line V). These relationships are theoretical; prac-

tical application would depend on variots technical considerations. For

example, the level of fidelity of the contained program software and the

containing medium must match. If a standard page containing some 2500

characters is to be transmitted via a television system, either the

page must be retyped so the lines are 40 characters in length irstead

of 80, and are transmitted, in effect, as several pages, or a high-

definition television system must be used. Also, program software must

be compatible. Silent film, recorded at its standard 16-frames-per-

second rate, for instane, may be transmitted by television but must

be run, generally, on TV-film projection equipment which operates at

half again that speed. The result is a speeding up of motion unless

either (1) the silent footage is originally shot at 24 frames per sec--

ond, or (2) a special 16-frames-per-second projector is incorporated

into the television system.

MOTION

There are several kinds of motion, some of which are possible in

media classes in which no motion component is listed. Motion, in this

discussion, is used to mean the representation of full and continuous

movement, the way it is perceived in reality. Motion is applicable to

all visual elements in a display, singly, separately, or in concert.

Camera movenent such as panning, tilting, zooming on still pictures is

motion. Full animation is motion; semianimation where the position of

Marshall McLuhan has pointed out how film incorporated the con-
tent and structure of the novel, and television incotporated the con-
tent and structure of film.( 4 )
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otJects changes abruptly is not. Full animation can only bo accomplished

in a Class I or Claas IV medium.

Class II media are capable of some types of simple animation of

simuiated motion, such as rapid picture sequence (from a second or, two

each ) to several per second). Ii all elements but one in a sequence

of two pictures are identical, and the one element whici changes does

not change too much, the effect will be perceived or at leet iter-

preted as movement. The motion of a man pumping up a tire, fr example,

might be continued indefinitely by simply cutting back and forth betwoen

two still pictures showing him in the two extreme positions. However,

not all Class II hardware is capable of such rapid picture change.

Still-visual media, Class V, have no time dimension (i.e., they dc

not play or run at a set rate as motion or audio media do). Howevec,

they are still capable of implying motion in several ways. Some of

these are symbolic, such as "whiz lines" trailing after an object in

the direction opposite to its movement. The representing of subjects

in dynamic disequilibrium is also frequently used to imply mction.

The adding of new elements to a visual display can also contribute

a kind of motion, e.g., (1) pop- n labels, or (2) underlining or

circling. Labels can be made to suddenly appear by cutting from one

still picture to another in which all elements are identical except the

added label. Underlining and circling can also be done by build-up,

using the telewriting medJum.

Teiewriting is capable of ano~her type of motion. A line can be

drawn by a moving stylus, and element by element, writing and/or graphic

representations take form. This has the same pedagogic advantage as the

chalkboard: Items are displayed gradually, an they are needed. For

these purposes, however, this process is considered to be build-up, not

motion.

There is still another type of motion, which might be called

"pointing," of which telewriting is again a good example. Pointing,

whether it is done by means of the moving stylus as in telewriting, or

electronically by a sp~t, oblong, or arrow superimposed on the screen,

leaves no record and contributes in no permanent way to the didplay.
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A future form of electronic transmission wight consist of still-

picture televisicn plus an electronic pointer controlled live at the

point of originaticn. Signals to locate and move this pointer would

be fairly simple to transmit and should require little additional

transmission channel space, A co-mbination if telewriting with slow-

scan television, for instance, uhich would be capable of writing and

build-up as well as still visual display, all presented on a television

system, would be a logical development.

It has been shown in several research studies that full motion is

not needed in the majority of instructional presentations and may even

be a distraction in some. in fact, several studies have indicated that

significant or germane motion constitutes only a minor part of instruc-

tional films. Wh-t motion exists in most such films adds realism to

photographed action or adds a dynamic quality to otherwise static

material. In other words, so far as cognitive learning is concerned,

it Is motion largely for its own sake. (This is not to say that there

max •.ot be affective values inherent in such motion which have so far

escaped measurement.)

In the lighc of this information, then, it is surprising to see

relatively little use being made of audio-still-visual (Class 11) media,

especially since they are generally very much less expensive media in

which to produce materials and to transmit by wire or wireless.

THE ROLE OF COMPUTERS IN COMMUNICATION

The reader may have wondered why computers have not been listed

amorLg the communication media, especially since they are beginning to

show such promise in the area of instruction. The reason is that com-

puters are babLcilly control and computation machines; when communica-

tion is one of the functions involved in computer-assisted instruction,

Keesler, in 1945, studied 24 science films and found that about
45 percent of all film footage contained no motion at all, while the
remainder portrayed much movement which was irsignificant to the ap-
parent learning objectives. 11c stated, "Evidence suggests that less
than half of the total footage contained in instructional films de--
picts motion significantly contributing to desired learning." Similar
studies by McClusky (1924), O'Conner (1942), and Irwin (1950) produced
similar conclusions.(8)



this is performed under the control •,f the computcr by one of the com-

munication iedia acting as an adjunct sysetem. Similar]y, zomputers

ore being used increasingly to control information-transinission systems

such as teletype or radio and television broadcasting stations.

Some educators who have investigated the growing field of compurter-

assistcd instruction (CAT) propose chat the computer is -tenti.lly capable

of such tremendous flexilt.liLy and can be combined with so many Instruc-

tional media and learner aids that it will be capable of effecting

nearly all Instructional functions. There is also strong evidence to

indicate that the computer will be able to provide some of these func-

tions far better than they have ever been performed by any other means,

machine or human. These are strong statemeits, but there are rapidly

changing times. A few years ago we were amazed at the development of

d mechanical machine the size of three desks, which could turn out 80

different forms of auto mufflers and tail jipes in any succession. To-

day many people expect that an electronic machine of about the same

size will be capable of simultaneouslX custom-tailoring instruction

for hundreds or even thouaands of different learners with different,

changing needs. Cost constraints, serious today, may be ameliorated

by a continuing decrease in the cost of central processing units and

the development of inexpensive terminals and other peripheral equip-

ment.

Instructior, t•y computer is admittedly still in a primitive phase.

in this discussion we are looking ahead--extremely far ahead, in the

opinion of some. The first communication medium to be widely used

by computers for presenting information to the learner was the tele-

type or the electric typewriter. This is to be exoected, since type

was all that could be displayed by most of the existing computer ter-

minal equipment. Besides, the print medium can handle both specific

and abstract information on practically any subject matter. Experi-

mental projects and laboratory demonstrations, howe~e, have shown

that at least seven different communication media can be associated

with a computer, and in any desired combination.

An increasi.ng number of systems now incorporate a cathode-ray

tube (CRT), on which print can be made to appear much faster then the



teletype can produce it. Some of these systems can also display varipus

types of computer-generated graphics. Other systems have an audio com-

ponent, which uses prerecorded audio tapes; these systems are particu-

larly useful in language teaching. Systems are in use which generate

their own audible speech, which has (at the present state of the art)

"a somewhat artificial quality and is as imperso.aal as printed words in

"a book, but which can be created es ecially by the computer for the

individual dialoge at hand. Other systems can display visual mate-

rials, slides, microfiche, and the like, which Arp sp!pcted by the com-

puter from a file of recorded materials stored within the individual

computer console. Some of these consoles also store motion-picture

materials for similar control arn display.

An almost equal nvmter of devices now exist that allow the learner

to respond to the com:puter. The teletype, the electric typewriter,
,

Engelbart's five-finger typewriter, and the touchtone phone are de-

vices by which the learner can respond in print. Cathode-ray-tube dis-

play devices make possible the display of graphic material, and several

systems allow the learrer to respond by pointing to a spot or area in

the graphic display (e.g., the light pen, the stylus of Rand Tablet,

and the touch-sensitive screen).

Then there are several possible ways in which a learner, in future

computer instruction, may construct his own graphic response. The Rand

Tablet, coupled with character recognition, allows the user to at least

print, if not to write in script. Using the Rand Tablet stylus, he may

make line drawings, which are then recorded according to the coordinate

points that the stylus has located. For drawing, the stylus or light

pen is superior to devices such as the "joy-stick" and the "tracking

ball" which were previously used for two-dimensional pointing and simple

lines. An esoteric new device is the Engelbart Mouse, a box the size

of a large mouse trailing a wire tail. When the operator moves the

mouse about on the surface of an ordinary table, a pair of wheels on the

Developed by Douglas Engelbart, Stanford Research Institute.

A surface abouc a foot square on which the user may make writ-
ing and drawing movements with a stylus. The results of this action
are simultaneously recorded and displayed on a cathode-ray screen.
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underside of the creature register the amount of motion in each of the

two dimensions, and a moving spot or "bug" is displayed on the cathode-

ray tube. Most of these graphic-response techniques were designed for

the purpose of generating materials, not for instructing. There is a

long step yet to take between the present stage of development and that

where a learner will no longer be constrained in the type of response

he may make and the computer will be able to understand and evaluate

that response sufficien~ly that it can act intelligently upon it.

In the distant future, beyond a doubt, machines will be able to

understand and respond to human speech in some constrained language.

An interface device by which one may converse with a computer in ordi-

nary human language, instead of specially designed human-machine-

interface languages is considered much farther away, if it can be devel-

oped at all. In addition1 to live-response media, recording techniques

such as simple paper-and-pencil methods are alsc being integrated with

computer instruction. For example, in some applications the computer

may be used for batch processing--correcting papers overnight, so to

speak--and feeding back knowledge of results the next day.

Covsidering only the presentation and response methods listed

here, and assuming a combination of only one method of presentation

and one method of response, a total of some 70 or more computer stimulus-

response systems are possible. If we assume what is even more likely,

that in any one device several methods of display will be combined with

several metho4s of response, the total of possible combinations of the

presently known presentation and response systems is well over a thusand.

The most important aspect of the computer's capability for directing

learner response is that the computer, when properly programmed, can re-

act to the learner's response in a highly complex fashion--much more so

than ordinary teachIng machines--in providing knowledge of results and

altering both information presentation and direction of activities in

accordance with the learner's needs. The computer can make these de-

cisions not only about the ccrrectness of the learner's responses to

criterion qLestions, but also on data such as his rate of improvement

and the time it takes him to answer correctly. There is no doubt that

compuLers can be used to administer examinations. In fact, it is gen-

erally conceded that examinations test learning achievement best when
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they are given via the same media through which tne information was

first presented.

Interaction--the opportunity to discuss a subject with one's peers

or with someone who knows more about it--has traditionally been accom-

plished through classroom discussion, led or at least controlled by a

teacher. It is conceivable, however, that a computer-controlled in-

structional system could do some rather complex things within this

function. Dialogue between learner and program has been demonstrated

in a limited number of expensively produced programs. This will develop

much further. It is possible for the computer to interconnect, at ap-

propriate points in a program, two or more learners of the same achieve-

ment level. If one computer system has 10,000 terminals, as one study

has proposed,(9) it might be possible to find two sr more learners at

or near the same place in the same program. The computer could give

them a point to argue, or have them play as opponents in some kind of

simulation game. This kind of interaction, in the individual mode,

might actually be more effective than classroom discussion, since the

computer learner would be participating 100 percent of the time.

There are important functions of the instructional process which a

computer cannot now and probably never will be able to perform as well

as a human. One of these is the evaluation of unanticipated learner

responses, and another is personal attention. Here, humanists believe

that the machine can have little effectiveness. There is evidence,

however, that even the one-way broadcasting media give people the feel-

ing they have friends and acquaintances coming into the house, and

children feel a strong sense of being liked by a beloved television

personality. It is possible to conceive of even closer and more in-

tense surtogate relationships developing from a program that is highly

Individual and personal in its response to the learner. Even today,

the feeling of personal attention that a learner derives from a good

computer program may well be far in excess of that experienced in the

usual impersonal college lecture course.
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V. COMMUNICATION MEDIA: INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS

In this section each of the currently used media, plus the new or

laboratory-stage media which may have application soon, is described

and discussed, with emphasis cn instructional applications and implica-

tions.

CLASS I: AUDIO-MOTION-VISUAL MEDIA

Class I (audio-motion-visual) is the universal, all-inclusive

class of media. There are no ways of representing reality in any of

the other media classes of which Class I, which includes sound film,

television, and the various means of recording television, is not also

capable. Accordingly, no combination of audio and visual elements

that can be organized into a program for any of the other media exists

which cannot, given the proper interface equipment, be recorded or

transmitted by means of one of the audio-motion-visual media. Such

procedures might be impractical and wasteful, but they would be pos-

sible. Class V media (still-,,isual) alone have capabilities that

Class I media do not possebs, because still-visual media are not time-

based.

Television

Television is the most universal of all the telecommunications

media in that it combines more ways of representing information than

any other, and it is the most heavily used in education today. A 1967

estimate placed the number of elementary- and secondary-school learners

In the United States who receive a small part of their instruction

through television at 10 million--about 20 percent of the children en-

rolled in these grade levels. This is true despite the fact that many

uses of television do not require or utilize its full spectrum of pos-

sibilities. It has been frequently pointed out that a given program

could have been done as well by some less complex or less expenaive

medium: a music program by radio, a blackboard lectore by telewriting,

etc. The most convincing of such observations concerns the as-yet-

nonexistent still-TV medium and the extent to which it might replace or
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supplement television in education. Several studies have been noted

which indicate that instructional films make very little use of rele-

vant motion, and the same is probably also true of instructional tele-

vision. It is possible that still-TV media will be able 3 convey over

80 percent of the cognitive stimuli we now convey via full television;

some estimates have ranged as high as 95 percent.

Historically, it may have been necessary for television to become

well knowr as an instructional medium before the possibilities of the

simpler media could be fully appreciated. This could not have been true

of sound-film because the enormously greater cost of traditional film

production generally removed it even from consideration by institutions

that needed to integrate a full medium, including both program origi-

nation and utilization, into their instructional systems. Now that a

wide spectrum of media is available which can be totally embraced by

a local school district, a medical college, or a local consortium of

schools of any type, the possibilities of choice are becoming apparent.

It is only when at least one completely justifiable use for television

calls cn its full potentials--sound, print, picture, motiun, and the

immediacy of live transmission--that television can be applied success-

fully as a universal instructional medium. Under such conditions, a

television system can be utilized for any telecommunication purposes,

in full or partial modes, audio only, still pictures only, or simply

as a transmission medium to distribute recorded materials.

Before the development of video tape (approximately 1956), tele-

vision recording was dependent on kinerecordings, which were, even at

best, easily distinguishable from live transmission because of their

degraded quality. Entertainment television was primarily a live medium

in those days; but since the appearance of video tape, which at its

best is difficult to distinguish from live transmission, even after

mwny generations of duplication, the television mass medium has become

primarily a means of transmitting films and video-tape recordings. A

few instructional television systems have continued to transmit their

programs live, however. Both the Anaheim (California) City School

District and the Washington County (Maryland) systems are band primarily

on live television. The necessity for producing lessons afresh each
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time they are transmitted (each year in these cases) has the advantage

of encouraging frequent revision and tends to allay television teachers'

fears that they might some day be replaced with the products of their

own creativity. Until recently, the cost of equipment and the large

stock of 2-inch tape required for the storage of all of a televised

course made the extensive use of video tape impractical. At Anaheim,

for example, some 1440 lessons are produced and transmitted yearly to

the third, fourth, and fifth grades. At $100 per hour for the standard

broadcast video-tape stock they use (running at half speed), the back-

log of tape alone would cost $144,000 and would require some 300 linear

feet of shelf space. The development of less expensive, smaller-gauge

tape equipment cut these costs nearly in half, and recently they have

been halved again, but picture degradation still limits the usefulness

of the narrowest, least expensive tape systems° Video tape, however,

is used frequently for delayed transmission, erased, and used again the

following day. If delayed transmission (1 hour to as much as 48 hours,

in some instances) is considered to be the transmission of a recording

medium instead of live television, then live television is today a

relatively small part of instructional television. And indeed, instruc-

tional television must be considered largely a transmitting system,

rather than a telecommunication medium (see p. 13).

Broadcast television has been regulated and standardized in all

countries, and although there are several different sets of standards

in the world, in general all broadcast television in any one country

is of one type, and all of any one country's transmitting and receiv-

ing equipment is compatible. This holds true even between monochrome

and color, i.e., color programs can be received on black and white sets

and monochrome programs may be displayed in black and white on color

receivers.

Mast closed-circuit television in this country follows the estab-

lished broadcast standards: 525 scanning lines per frame' at a rate of

30 frames per second, utilizing a 6-MHz bandwidth for transmission.

This makes it possible for many television system components to be used

for both broadcast and closed-circuit applications; closed-circuit

television can use off-the-shelf equipment at minimum cost. However,
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many closed-circuit applications require higher definition quality and

broader bandwidths for transmission. Such systems require special com-

ponents from one end to the other and are incompatible with the standard

525-line equipment. Because of the extra cost of such equipment, and

its incompatibility with standard systems, tt has not been used widely

in instruction. A few installations of high-definition television

(1500 scanning lines) are to be found in medical schools, however.

Picturephone

Picturephone, a development of the Bell Telephone Company, may be

put into regular service soon, pending the outcome of current product

trials. To date, it has been demonstrated for various periods between

Disneyland and whatever World's Fair happened to be in operation, as a

public-relations exhibit for the telephone company. A regular service

has been operating since 1963 between fixed booths in New York, Washington,

and Chicago.

The terminal aquipment consists of a small combination monitor/cam-

era with a screen about 5 x 7 inches in size, the longer dimension being

the vertical, perhaps to keep it from being thought of as a television

system. Since the image quality is not equal to that of small-screen

television, such comparison is to be discouraged. Picturephone uses a

bandwidth about one-sixth that of standard television, so it should be

very much less costly to transmit. Even at that, the bandwidth required

is about that of some 250 standard 4-Klz telephone channels.

To extend the usefulness of Picturephone, the Model II Picturephone

set has been provided with a small mirror in front of the lens to dire~t

the camera's view downward. The user may hinge this mirror into place

whenever he wishes to transmit graphic or pictorial material or his own

writing or drawing. He may change the field of view over a 2-to-l range

by electronically zooming in or out, and he may change the camera focus

to transmit scenes containing two or more people up to 20 feet away.

The Picturephone has been conceived primarily as a means of adding

vision to the telephone conversation. (In the 1920s, whenever televi-

sion was discussed, this is the form people imagined that it would take.)
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It is essentially a television system, in that it may transmit sound,

print, picture, and motion in real time, but in its present form it

has such low definition in comparison with standard video systems

that it could not readily be used for the same purposes.

If Picturephone is to be used for instructional purposes, it will

be in the individual mode, possibly connected with an on-line computer

system with both video and audio coming from some futulre digital memory

device. Picturephone may present advantages over telephone instruction

in achieving affective objectives, sice the presentation would be more

personal, with both the instructor's voice and facial expressions com-

ing into piay. Of course, improved transmission techniques may increase

the picture definition and a somewhat larger screen may become possible;

with these improvements, the medium's usefulness in instruction will be

increased accordingly.

If installation of a Picturephone in the home eventually becomes

practical and popular, its use as an individual-mode instructional de-

vice will probably follow. The convenience of receiving tutorial in-

structional presentations, of practicing skills, of testing and evaluating

one's progress from the home, office, or study carrel, especially if

this instruction is computer-managed, may be one of the most important

advantages of Picturephone.

Sound Film

Sound film is to the recording media what television is to the

telemedia, a universal medium embracing all three methods of represent-

ing information--sound, picture, and print--and capable of investing

the visual elements, where appropriate, with motion. Sound film as a

mass medium is now some 40 years old and has lived through one crisis

where it seemed to many that television might replace it, and another

where it seemed that television production techniques and video-tape

recording might at least replace the motion-picture camera and asso-

ciated studio techniques. The latter issue has not been settled, but

merely deferred, pending further advancement in the electronic art.

Sound film began as a separate-sound medium; the sound was dis-

tributed on a large disc and synchronized in playback with the film.
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Sound-on-film was quickly developed, however, and the successful devel-

opment of sound film into a mass medium was doubtlessly dependent on

this feature. Had sound film consisted of Vitaphone d'scs synchronized

with otherwise silent film, it might never have overcome the limitations

of dependence on human factors in the transport and projection processes.

Damage to film prints could not have been repaired simply by splicing

out the bad portions, which is the current practice, without destroying

sound-picture synchrony. This point is made because some new separate-

sound film techniques are now making an epoearance. While incxpensive

in comparison with sound-on-film, these methods suffer from the same

limitations as the early Vitaphone movies.

Sound-film standards were originally based on the use of 35mm film

running at a speed of 24 frames per second. The sound track was optical,

consisting of a strip of variable area or variable density which, on pass-

ing through a projector, transferred this photographic analog of sound

into electrical impulses by modulating the beam of an exciter lamp fall-

ing on a photocell. Within five years or so, sound-on-film uas also

added to 16mm film, again with a film speed of 24 frames per second,

although when expressed in inches this only amounted to 7.2 inches per

second instead of the 18 inches per second of the larger-frame 35mm

film.

In the middle sixties, 8mm film acquired sound, and A.-hen Super 8

was developed, it acquired sound as well. This development had been

delayed until higher-quality recording techniques were devised and im-

provements were made in filam emulsion. The 8wmn sound film contains 80

frames per foot, which runs at 3.6 inches per second; Super 8, at 72

frames per foot, runs at 4 inches per second. In comparison with cur-

rent audio-tape speeds, this should be sufficient speed to obtain ade-

quate quality, as indeed both 8mm and Super 8 exhibit in practice.

Film may carry optical sound, in which case the sound track is com-

posed of the same photographic emulsion as the picture portion of the

film, or the sound track may be magnetic. In the latter case, a magnetic-

oxide strip is added to the film, usually after the picture has already

been processed. The sound is recorded on this track, using conventional

magnetic-recording procedures. Magnetic sound on film became available
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soon afts-i Zhe Irtroduction of magnetic-taDe recording and essentially

replaced cptical sound on 351WIi film. It has been threatening to do the

same in 16mm film, but progress is glow. In 1968 there were 20 magnetic-

soun. 16- projector models listed in the AV Equipment Directory, in

co.parison with some 36 models with optical sound.

The develooment of 8mm and Super 8 sound film was accompanied by

anct:ner significant type of device, the sound-cartridge projector.

At least ten -anufacturers have developed continuous-loop sound

cartridges and preiectors, but as yet there is no prospect of standard-

ization. One maker's cartridge will not work in another's projector.

This cuts down drasticali1 on the amount of vrogram materjal available

to any one user and requires the distributor of film materials to mount

his releases in nany different kinds of cartridees. Nevertheless, the

cartridge projector ie proving very porular because it eliminates the

need for the skill of projector operation, the lack of which In many

teachers and in most students has in the past discouraged the use of

film in classrooms and made it Impractical to consider using films in

the individual mode.

Another type of film cartridge and projector has alsv made its ap-

pearance and seems to have several advantages over the loop cartridge.

This second type will ýe referred to here as the "supply-ree! cartridge,"

although its originazor, Fzstman Kodak, calls it a reel-to-reel cartridge.

In this design the cartridge is really no more than a simple means of

covering and protecting the supply reel. In operation, the film feeds

into the machine and onto a take-up reel. It never completely leaves

the supply reel, however, to which it is permanently anchored at the

tail end. At :he end of a screening the film rewinds quickly into the

cartridge. The supply-reel cartridge design is also used In the EVR

system (see n. 64).

An annually updated listing of audio-visual equipment including

photographs and list prices, published by the National Audio-Visu,!l

Association, Inc., Fairfax, Va.
In this discussion the term "reel-to-reel cartridge" will be re-

served for a cartridge that, like the audio cassette, incorporates both
supply and take-up reels within t'e cartridge. Conventional film pro-

jectors, like conventional tape recorders, are reel-to-reel systems.
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The supply-reel cartridge has important advantages over the con-

tinuous-loop type. To begin with, the film can move both forward and

backward. It can be very frustrating to the uaer of a 20-minute loov

film to miss one key word and not be able to hear it again unless he

reruns the entire film. In addition to the possibility of movement in

both directions, some of the projectors for the supply-reel cartridge

are incorporating fast-forward and fast-reverse features, thus provid-

ing for film a degree of accessibility which has long been characteristic

of audio- and video-tape machines. It is the projector design whiOh

determines this feature, however, not the cartridge; but since fast film

movement through a loop cartridge is impossible, fast forward or reverse

is only possible in those designs based on the supply-reel or the reel-

to-reel principle.

As with any equipment, added complexity brings added operational

problems. ruring the 1960s, as a transitional stage before the cartridge

projector, matufacturers offered many self-threading models, hoping to

reduce the difficulty that unskilled people experience in operating pro-

jectors. The self-threading projectors, however, often caused even

skilled projectionists added headaches. If the film being projected is

riew, and without splices, these projectors generally work well. The

average film, however, is less than ideal, and if a splice should open

while the film is in the inaccessible self-threading works of the ma-

chine, the machine will sometimes continue running until the works are

lammed with crumpled film.

An inexpensive system of sound-film production for the home was of-

fered by Bell and Howell in 1968. This is a separate-sound system--the

picture is recorded by a silent Super 8 camera while sound is recorded

by a small cassette tape recorder carried by the cameraman on a shoulder

strap. Camera and tape recorder are synchronized by pulses generated by

the camera and racorded on the tape; during projection, these same pulses

control the projector speed and keep sound and picture in synchrony. An-

other firm offers similar equipment and a service which transfers the

separate sound onto a magnetic track on the picture film. The result-

ing sound-on-film is then projected by means of a standard Super 8 sound

projector.
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Fixm Television Recording

The first methcd to he used for recording television programs in-

volved simply photographing the face of a television receiver with a

motion-picture camera, Because the tube in a television receiver is

known as a kinescope tube, reýcording of the visual image it displays

is known as kinescope recording. The term is often shortened to "kine-

recording," and the resulting film is commonly called a "kinescope" or

"Kine."

When a kinerecording is made from a video-tape recording rather

than a live broadcast, the process is of course the same, but it is

then called "tape-to-film transfer."

It is entirely possible to focus any movie camera on any receiver

screen, but the asynchrony between the 30 frames per second of televi-

sion and the 24 frames per second of sound film may cause roll or

flicker unless the camera is equipped with a special shutter. The best

kinerecorders consist of a camera specially made for the purpose, plus

a kinescope tube of special sharpness, color, and luminosity, mounted

together on a rigid base.

Kinerecording was first done commercially in 1947, strictly for

record-keeping, but It rapidly came to be depended on for rebroadcast

purposes, and for program syndication between stacions that were not

yet interconnected by live means. At one point it was estimated that

kinerecording consumed something like six times as much film stock as

the entire motion-picture industry. This came to a rather abrupt end,

however, with the appearance of video tape.

Since video tape was far superior to kinerecording in picturc

quality and could be reused up to 100 times, while film stock could be

recorded on only once, it was expected that kinerecording would disap-

pear. This did not occur, however; then its demise was again predicted

nearly 10 years later, when low-cost portable video-tape machines cost-

ing less than many sound-film projectors became available. These pre-

dictions were still not realized, however; quite to the contrary, the

greatest developments in the art and science of kinescope recording have

taken place since the advent of video tape.
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There are several reasons for the importance of kinerecording in

instruction. To begin with, permanent storage of program material can

be less expensive on film than on standard broadcast video tape. Kine-

scope recordings, which are on standard 16mm film stock, may be projected

wherever a 16mm sound projector and screen can be set up. All that is

requiled beyond this equipment is standard 110-volt electrical current,

a semi-darkened room or a rear-projection cabinet, and a projector op-

erator. Video tape, on the other hand, requires a television monitor

for display and, generally, a system to distribute the television signal

from a central point on playback to individual viewing locations. In

many schools, especially in the Armed Forces, the use of kinerecordings

Is the most practical alternative because so many sound-film projectors

already exist.

Kinerecording was first done only on 16mm film; later, a higher

quality was obtained with 35mm film, which the television networks used

for program delay and rebroadcast before the development of video tape.

Experiments have been made with 8mm and Super 8 kinescope recording,

and at least one model of a Super 8 kinescope recorder is now on the

market. This system performs a function that is certain to be used ex-

tensively in the future: the transfer of video tapes to Super 8 car-

tridge form for use in the individual mode.

Kinescope recording is a complex process involving many decoding/

encoding transfer stages as the picture proceeds from one medium to

another. In live television, pictorial information exists as electrical

impulses. The kinescope tube transfers these to visual patterns of

light and shade. The kLnesccpe recording camera picks up these varia-

tions of light and imagos them on a film emulsion, where they are trans-

ferred to variations in chevical change, wbich are subsequently made

permanent by the development process.

When a kinerecording is subsequently transmitted via a television

systrzni, it must go through two more transfer stages, from photochemistry

to cptics i.s it is projected into a television camera, and from optics

to electronics when the camera tube scans out the picture.

Video tdpe owes its higher quality on retransmission largely to

the fact that it is not necessary to go from electrical signals through
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an optical process :o photographic recording and back again. In video-

tape recording, television signals are transferred to patterns of mag-

netization in the tape emulsion, and these are, on playback, transferred

directly 2ack to television signals.

A new approach to television fVimn-recording is exemplIfied by

Revere-Mincom Electron Beam Recording ýEBR), which short-cutb the en-

coding/decoding process of ki.iescope racL ing by eliminating the Ini-

tial optical rage. The video signal, in EBR, is not formed into an

image or. a c, aode ray tube and photographed on motion-picture fllm.

instead, video is implanted directly onto the film itself without going

through the optical stage. The fJwr runs in a vacuum chamber, where a

moving electrcn beam scans the picture onto each successive frame of

continuously movir.g film. From this point on, the process is the sae

as ir other types of television-film recording.

Electronic Video Recording

Electrcnic video recording (EVR) is a method of recording images

and sound on motion-picture film, using the previously described EBR

methcd of recording. At the time ot this writing, EVR is the most

highly miniaturized film systr-, forming images about 4 millimeters in

width (Super 8 images are 6 millimeters uid.-). If proposee cost sched-

ules are maintained when production beg!i's in 1970, and given sufficient

q'antity, EVR will also be the most inexpensive recording rethod of all

,he Class I media.

The EVR recurding system can accept input from any of the Class I

media. Output dispJay, however, is exclusively by means of a television

system. Optical projection equipment has neither been developed nor

contemplated. Thus, EVR differs basicatly from other film television

recording systems in that it is a method of making film recordings es-

pecially for television use, rather than a meth-A of recording televi-

sion on film for other uses.

In practice, the producer who wishes to distribute materials in

the EVR form will produce his program on film or vidpo tape, then send

it to a laboratory for transfer to MVR. The prigram will be returned

in a supply-reel cartridge form. In addition to television receivers,
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users must have EVR playback units, which will cost, to begin with,

about the same as sound motion-picture projectors (approximately $800);

but by mid-1971 a second-generation consumer product is expected to

reach the market, which may cost only half this m. :h.

The EVR process involves the use of a very slow and very fiie-grain

35mm motion-picture film stock, manufactured in England by the Ilfo-d

Company. The producer's original film or video tape is transferred to

a 35mm master negative on this stock, in eight parallel strips of tiny

images. From this EVR master, release prints can be run off by contact

printing at the rate of a half-hour program every 30 seconds--about the

time it takes to press an LP record. The fIlms are then slit into four

strips, each 8.75 millimeters wide and containing two tracks. Seven hun-

dred and fifty feet of master 35mm film, which ordinarily would run for a

little over 8 minutes on a theater screen, holds 4 hours of MVR material.

A 7-inch-diameter EVR cartridge will contain an hour's Frogram on

its two tracks. After a half-hour of screening, the film is rewound

(1-minute tewind time) and zhe second track is run. It is possible to

move back and forth between the two tracks, sampling each at will, a

possible mode of use in some future programmed-instruction application.

Sacrificing sound, one may stop on a still frame at an7 point and move,

frame by frame, either forward or backward by means of a manual cor-rol.

Magnetic sound tracks accompany each track of images along the

outer edge of the film. A series of what lock like sprocket holes runs

do-in the center of the film, onte az each frame line. They are not per-

forated, however; control is achieved optically, so loss of synchrony

does not Lnean torn film.

Color EVR is scheduled to appear on the market in mid-1971. It

will require twice as much film area as black-and-white; the first track

of each pair will carry a black-and-white image, while the second track

will carry the color information, also in black-and-white. Color EVR

cartridges will, of course, ccntain only a half-hour of program rather

than an hour.

*
CBS points out that this kind of color is not subject tc fading

from exposure to heat and light.
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The cost savings of EVR over filr or video tape are realizable

only whet pri-ts are released in sufficient qua,'ttty (over 200 of each

subject) and of sufficient program length (at least 2C minutes).

Current prices for EVR processing are based on ELe -se o' the sini-

mum film footage, -wAtever tho! program length may be. Thus a 15--inute

program, for instance, :I111 be recorded 7-1/2 minutes on track A and

7-1/2 minutes on track 3, viti a 15-second period required icr revinding

between the two parts.

At this time, EV. can be regarded only as a medium for relatively

large-scale applications where centrally produced program material over

20 minutes in length is widely distributed. Wihether it will become a

medium suitable for sall-scale or local-production use v'&.i doubtless

depend on its success Li the first area.

Video, Tape

When video tape first became available in 1956, It began a revolu-

tion in the television industry bhich was very far-reaching in its ef-

fects. Television had been primarily a ft.;il teleaxed•lm which produced

its own software, even though film had always been an important ingre-

dient of television programming and the broadcast of klnerecordings

had been increasing. With video tape, there seemed little advantage in

doing such live programing anymore. Television changed rapidly from

a telecominuicatina medium to a transmission medium: The chief record-

ing medium transmitted continued to be sound film, but video tape soon

became a close second.

In its improved picture quality, video tape provid'd a recording

method which, at teast tc the average public, was entirely indistin-

guishable from live and was hence, in that respect at least, the ideal

recording medium. Moreover, video tape could be erased and riused up

to 100 tines. Thus for purposes of delayed broadcast and short-term

storage, video tape was more effective and far less expensive than film

television recording, aid it quickly replaced most applications of this

earlier medium.

Video tape also allowed television-studio schedules to be divorced

from transmission schedules. No longer was it necessary, for exa ple,
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for the cast and crew of a live television drama scheduled for a 12:00

noon broadcast tc assemble for rehearsal at 2:00 a.m. Production could

be done at any time, as far ahead of the broadcast date as destrable;

and it could be done in segments. When a program segment had been re-

corded, played back, and accepted, the s,ts could be struck and studio

areas freed; cast members who had no f'.rther appearances could be re-

leased; and the length of the role which any crew mmber had to learn

at any one tine was greatly reduced.

Live television productions nad aiways been rehearsed and broad-

cast in very mujch shorter tines than the shooting and editing of sound

films. (The difference was about 5 or 10 to 1.) This led some pro-

ducers to experiment with video taFe as a means of producing films,

for television distr~rb.tioa at least, and later for theaters.

One discouraging result of the attempts to short-cut the tine and

cost of fialz-saxing by using televisicn-studio techniques was that

without the pressure of imminent air tine, botn cast and crew worked

mre slowly. Since errors in t.he final performance Were no longer ir-

retrievable and scenes could be reshot. there were zany more errors and

much reshooting was needed. Creative direc•tors and producers, never

really satisfied With tne results of slap-dash televis.zn production,

were suddenly able tf res.woot scenes which they considered unsatis.ac-

tory 4nd thertfore did so. The rate of retaking and overshooting began.

to appr.=cn that in standard film productim- (between 3 and 10 retakes

per scene).

As a result of producing in takes and in short sequences instead

of all in a piece, the cdt.ing process became more and more ccup!ex.

Editing had been totally lc¢king from the production sched,'le in live

television because all editing was perfcrce dope at the time of shoot-

ing. In video-tape przuction, the time and cost of editing too began

to approach those 'n film produc:ion. -nese costs did not ever become

as great, however, and uany regular television programs are produced

today on tape rather t:-.3 fits, primarily for economic reasons.

In 19b4, Warner Brothers released a motlin-picture version of
"Haamlt," and in 1965 Xagna produced :Harlow," both cf which were the-
atrical releases proauced originally on vidzeo tape.
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In instructional television, where the technical costs of equip-

mnent and recording stock are proportionately larger *udget items than

they are in entertainvent production, video tape provides a more fea-

sible nedium than film for many purposes. Thi; has been increasingly

true with the development of inexpensive, portable video-tave recorders.

At the present writing, there are about 40 manufacturers of portable

video-tape equipment. From the 195,5 cost of $75,000 for the first VTR

machines that appeared on the market, the cost of equipment providing

comparable picture qualit,, dropped to around $25,000, and equipment de-

signed to somewhat lover quality standards went down to $12,000, then

$8,000, then $3,000. in the middle sixties, VTR machines costing under

$1,000 appeared in department stores for sale to the home market. The

outlook is that the cost of such machines may eventually be reduced to

t500. Standard broadcast machines tse 2-inch tape; the less expensive

models generally use I-inch or 1/2-inch tape. Since video recorders

are little more complicated to operate than audio recorder&, and the

tape is similarly reusable, video tape now ranks with audio tape as a

leading bome- or local-productici -edium.

The most comen use of portable video-tape equipaent is as a

learner aid; that is, a device which a learner uses in practicing the

performuanc of a skill, with or without the presence of a teacher.

The learner interacts, essentially, with the device. Thus, portable

video tape is frequently used for individual or grcup self-confrontation

or self-observation. A diver performs and then observes his performance

critically; group members interact in a discussion situation, theni view

themselves and objectively discuss their techniques of interaction.

In teacher-training, the procedure of teaching a short segment and then

observing oneself is being called "micro-teaching." But these are not

examples of video tape used as a coimunicaticn medium. It is probably

safe to say that the main application of portable VTR in communication

today is in the recording of lectures, conferences, interviews, ard the

like, for reference or for later playback to persons who were not able

to be present at the actual events. There is increasing use of these

machines, however, in the production of instructional materials.
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The only standards today in the field of video tape are those that

apply to broadcast equipment, where all makes and models of machines

will play any tape made on any other machine that adheres to the same

broadcast standard. Broadcast standard equipment is expensive ($25,000

to $100,000 per unit), and 2-inch tape stock costs about $200 an hour.

Few closed-circuit users can afford it.

A few closed-circuit VTR models are capable of playing back video

tapes with the EIA standard synchronizing pulses which are legally

required if the tapes are to be broadcast. All manufacturers claim

interchangeability of tapes between individual machines of the same

model, although this is not always fully satisfactory. Few manufac-

turers can exchange tapes between different models within their own

line; none can exchange tapes with any of the other manufacturers' mod-

els. (Each make and model uses a different combination of tape size,

speed, number of heads, and various other factors.) If one or two manu-

facturers' models capture the greater part of the market, other firms

will begin to introduce machines that can interchange tapes with this

majority, and standards will thus be set. Until this takes place, how-

ever, the central distribution of tapes to users with many kinds of

machines will be done by rerecording from one type of tape to another.

Rerscording of prints from a master must be done in any case for large-

scale distribution, but the necessity for a recording service to have

so many types of recorders on hand makes the service more expensive and

less satisfactory than it will be after standardization.

CLASS II: AUDIO-STILL-VISUAL MEDIA

Audio-l. 1Al-visual media are capable of all the representations

of information that Class I media can provide, except that they cannot

represent visual images in motion. However, they have the advantages

*

All broadcast standard recorders use 2-inch tape and contain four
video heads which scan transversely. Some run at 7-1/2 inches per sec-
ond, however, and some at 15; some record only color, some only black-
and-white; some are "high-band," and some "low-band."

A standard established by the Electronic Industries Association
to assure compatibility.
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of being very much less expensive and of having simpler hardware, sim-

pler production procedures, and simpler transmission problems. A sin-

gle television channel, for exa.iple, may transmit, by a process known

as time sharing, a different set of still pictures at the rate of one

picture every ten seconds to each of at least 300 separate viewers.

Ten seconds of sound film, to give another example, can contain 240

separate still images; thus, used for still images, the same film-stock

material can hold up to 240 times as much information.

Still-Picture Television

Still-picture television is the most promising unexplored telecom-

munication medium. It appears to approach both television's uriveisal-

ity of use and radio's inexpensiveness. Still pictures and sound

may be broadcast in two ways, which are sufficiently different to jus-

tify classing the two as distinct media: slow-scan and time-shared

television. Because neither of these is in actual use today, except

experimentally, they can be discussed only in terms of their inherent

characteristics. How they could be applied is only speculazion, but

the indications are strong that they can be used for many instructional

purposes. It is easy to see how still-TV by wire might be an improve-

ment over the more cumbersome telelecture system, or broadcast-still-TV

could do more easily what radiovision is doing now albeit at a higher

cost. In a world where the usable electromagnetic spectrum is less and

less able to acconnmodate all of the broadcasting demands on it, a system

that can fit up to 300 still-TV channels into the space of one standard

television channel may be very practical indeed, even if the lack of

motion somewhat lowers its effectiveness. Some of the digital methods

of encoding and transmitting still pictures developed for the space pro-

gram may soon be applied, which could make this medium even more effi-

cient in its use of the broadcast spectrum.

Slow-Scan TV. If a picture is scanned at a slow enough rate, it

can be transmitted over a standard telephone line or broadcast on a

radio channel. Facsimile does this also, but over a period of minutes

instead of seconds; facsimile produces a hard-copy printout, while
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slow-scan TV is generally conceived as a system which merely displays

a still picture on a CRT screen. The more time devoted to its trans-

mission, the higher the definition of the picture can be. The drawback

of this system, however, making it unsuitable for instruzt'ion in its

present form, is that the viewer must spend the 10- to 40O-second seriod

prior to each display watching as the picture slowly builds up, i'ne by

line, on an initially dark screen.

A second di'play technique remove- the first picture il:Le by line

as the second is la~d down, thus creating the effect of . wpe nving

from left to right across the screen. This is na more syltable f r in-

structional pt-ooses, however, than the first method; bot, risk disrract-

ing the st-dent by tie action of image build-up, which, if 7ctures are

to change every 10 seconds, would be a constant process. A 'eans =-st

be devised for storing a picture at the reccivxrg end ;intil it is can-

plete, then displaying it with an instantaneous cit from tne preceding

picture. Also if standard television systems are to be used for the

display, which is the most practical because such equipment is almost

ubiquitous, there must be a means of "replenishing" the tehcvlsion pic-

ture every 1/30 second. This is the problem of scan cotrersioa (con-,

verting from slow-scan to standard scan rates).

One laboratory solution to this problem has been to mncorporate
"storage tubes" in the still-TV receiver, on which each successive vistal

may be built up and held while the preceding visual is being displayed.

Another alternative for short-term storage at the receiviz,g end

is the video disc, a system which is alre.dy appreciably cheaper than

the storage tube and is expected to become substantially less expensive.

A video disc also has the capaoility of recording hundreds of pictures

and, with multiple pick-up heads, can reproduce as many as 64 separate

images simultaneously. Currently available storage tubes are capable

of storing only one image at a time.

The production problem in sending live programs by slow-scan TV is

that while the audio is transmitted and ditplayed in real time, the video

requires a finite period to be transmitted, and a picture cannot appear

in its entirety on receiver screens until some seconds after the deci-

sion has been made to transmit it. In other words, for proper synchrony,

pictures must be sent in advance of the moment they are needed.
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Time-shared television wnu;d not reach its most economical leve],

ef course, untiU a channel was folly saturated -.!th 300 users. It is

possible, hewever, that exver1~entation might start with the use of an

existing television channel c:iy at certain hours that would not inter-

fere with its reguJar operation.

Time-shared television is not even in the laboratory stage; it

exists only as a proposed e-thod, the details of Vich nave been sketched
* (9)

out in the TiCCET study by the Mitre Corporation. In theory, each

i!_ividual iser would receive a new picture every 10 seconds, which,

accoriing t., the "ICCET syste-_, would have been selected by a central

computer fro= its tape, disc, and core r-mories. A terminal memory

(storage tube ar disc) is alsc required, to Qtore the frame after it

has been tranar,:ritted ar.a reccostitute it every 1/30 second so it can be

diazlayed cn a stancard television =onitor. However, TICCET as pres-

enaty conceived is severeiy liaited in respect to the presentation of

graphic zater~a:s itzn gray scale (pictorial material in shades of gray),

and before such a sýstem caz be eade operational, considerable develop-

zent work v,11 nave te be done.

Re...dcd Stl-•V. ,c1i-picture television may be recorded by

several media, magnetic tape and disc being the most successful; phono-

graph records have been used, and, tneoretically. such recording media

as sound slide and scund filmstrip are applicable if the necessary in-

terface hardware is developed. A single video disc 14 inches in diam-

eter can hold 900 concentric zracks, each of which may cor.tain a still

picture of ecual quality with pictures from television studio cameras

or televised slides. Recording on both sides of a disc gives a total

capacity of 1800 still pictures. Video disc, however, is not being con-

sidere.' at present as prograrm-carrying software, since discs cost, today,

at least $250 apiece. Future 6-inch discs, in quantity, will cost much

less, as will also be the hardware required to record and play back.

Audio is not now recorded on vidci discs, but .f the material costs

came down -ith time, anj certain other oroblems are solved, audio-visual

discs may sonecay become a medium for program distribution. There has

An acr-nym for Time-shared Interactive Computer-Controlled Educa-

tional Television.
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been scm experimentation by a Japanese company with a lightweight,

thin, flfcible video-recording material called "video sheet," which

could possibly be reproduzed quite inexpensively in large quantity.

Because phonogcaph records can be pressed and distributed cheaply

in large quantities, at least one firm has developed an audio-visual

system! using this meciium. Under the name Phonovid, this system was

demonstrated publicly a few years ago, then disappeared. The playback

system required a !6-inch phonograph record with a standard high-quality

audio-pickup device. The record turned at a speed sufficient to play

a side in 20 minutes. Picture. were scanned off line by line at the

rate of one every 6 seconds, for a total of 200 pictures per side.

Each picture was fed to one of two storage tubes where it was slowly

written on the target of the tube. It was then immediately scanned

back into a television display system at :he standard rate of once every

1/30 second for six seconds, while the next slow-scan picture was being

written onto the target of the other storage tube. The costs of this

storage-tube scan-conversion method made Phonovid economically imprac-

tical; it has been estimated that Westinghouse would have had to charge

$10,000 apiece for sets of playback equipment. It now appears that

video-disc scan-conversion equipment will help solve this problem. The

possibility of video and audio recording on phonograph disc is by no

means eliminated, therefore, and may still be resurrected in some fu-

tuie system.

A more immediately practicable method appears to be the use of

standard audio tape as the recording medium. With sound and picture

on the two tracks of a stereo tape, either in loop cartridge or on reel-

to-reel tape, a system similar to Phonovid but using disc equipment for

scan conversion could be developed. Standard video tape may also be

used for storing still-picture images, as is done in Videoftle. On one

reel of video tape normally capable of recording an hour of televibior,

108,000 still pictures may be recorded. A still may then be transferred

to a video-disc buffer (in 1/30 second), from which it mav be played over

and over as long as needed for a television display.

To the author's knowledge, only Colorado Video is presently wzrm-

ing on such a development.
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Pima College, soon to be built in Tucson, Arizona, has a video-

disc still-picture and sound system planned. At the start of a study

period, for instance, 900 still pictures will be dubbed off a video

tape onto a master disc. When a user needs a picture, it will be dubbed

off the master onto a buffer disc in 1/30 second, thus immediately free-

ing the master for other users. The picture will then be picked up off
the buffer disc every 1/30 second and fed to a standard television dis-

play system for as long as it may be required. Buffer discs are two-

sided and accommodate up to 8 pickup heads per side. Since each iser

must have his own pickup 1,ead, 16 learners may use one buffer disc

simultaneously. Pima College plans to have one master and three buffer

discs, thus accommodating 48 learner positions with still-picture tele-

vision display.

A system designed by Earl Morrison at the University of Texas Den-

tal School in Houston will use video disc to make still television

available on an individual-access basis from some 100 student positions.

This will be the first serious use of three-dimensional images in any

instructional medium; some hundreds of stereo pairs will be available

to the dental students in their laboratories, as well as some stereo

motion video, plus live stereo television from a television instructor,

for stucients who need individual help.

Sound Filmstrip (Slide Film)

The sound filmstrip, since it presents sound as well as picture,

is a more effective medium than filmstrip, especially for persuasion,

in which the human voice can be very valuable, Sound-filmstrip play.-

back equipment tends to be about twice the cost of silent-system equip-

ment, averaging around $230 per unit instead of $120. Its major use

to date has been in sales, where iL provides the visiting salesman with

a presentation that is considerably cheaper and more portable than a

sound motion picture and its equipment, and that lacks only the element

of motion. About half of the 53 models listed in the 1968 AV Equipment

directory were equipped with small built-in rear or front projection

screens which are part of the case or which fold out from it. These

units are not designed for group viewing, and those with built-in screens
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could not be so used, since the screens are rarely larger than about

8 x 10 Inches.

The sound portion of this medium is, with only one manufacturer's

system excepted, recorded on a separate disc or tape which is synchro-

nized with the filmstrip. It would bt more correct to say that the

filmstrip is synchronized with the sound, since the sound runs continu-

ously and ses the pace, and the pictures must follow. About half the

units on the market require an operator to advance the filmstrip manu-

ally, either at the projector or remotely, in response to a "beep" in

the sound. The other half, however, have some automatic means whereby

a subsonic pulse or a light-reflecting spot triggers the mechanism and

aavarces the filmstrip.

A ;.ev type of sound-filmstrip device recently released by CL_

laboritories, coostines 3ound and picture into oae piece of software-

not by putting the sound on the film, but by putting the pictures on

the record, Actually, the pictures are photographed onto a flat ring

of f-:17 which surrounds a small LP record, then the whole is enclosed

in a transparent plastic cartridge, leaving only the playing side of

the record exposed. In operation, the record spina within the ring of

pictures which are advanced by an inaudible tone in the recording. The

cartridge is 5 inches in diameter and 1/4 inch thick and will probably

sell for about $3 or $4. The record holds 18 minutes of sound, and

there is room for 52 pictures around the edge. A small and highly por-

table projection device is provided, with a built-in front projection

screen on the inside of the cover, which is set in position when the

cover is raised. The device is also equipped wIth four response but-

tuns, so it can be used as a simple teaching machine. It is designed

for use only in the individual mode, since the screen is only about

8 x 5-1/2 inches.

This device is not amenable to the local production of software,

at least not directly. A service will probably be established that will

Lake a set of slides producea by the client, plus an audio tape to which

the slides are to be synchronized, duplicate the images in the ring

shape, and rerecord the sound onto the record; he whole will then be

sealed into its cartridge and returned to the client.
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Sound Slide-Set

The sound slide-set consists of a set of slides contained generally

within the magazine of an automatic projector, the advance of which is

controlled by an audio tape which plays on a separate tape-playback de-

vice. The sound slide-set was made possible only within the last few

years by two developments: (1) the automatic 2 x 2 slide projector,

and (2) audio-tape control devices.

Automatic slide projectors are intended, usually, to be used in

situations requiring remote control. The lecturer carries a pushbutton

device in his hand, or one is attached to his podium; he then advances

his own slides at will. The electrical system for activating slide ad-

vance, however, may take its impulses from any source, and cues on an

audio tape can be as effective as a manual pushbutton. Generally, the

tape-playback device is equipped with a sensor consisting of two con-

tacts which ride against the tape. The space between these two termina-

tions is the only open segment of a circuit which, when energized, can

activate the slide-advance mechanism. A small pressure-sensitive seg-

ment of metal tape is attached to the audio tape; when this reaches the

two contacts it completes the circuit momentarily and advances the slide.

Other systems use a two-track tape-playback device, one track being

used to carry the program sound, the other to carry audio pulses which

advance the projector.

Sound slide-set is not a medium that lends itself to mass distri-

bution. Slides would have to be distributed in relatively bulky and

expensive magazines; and there would always be the hazard of people open-

ing the magazines to use single slides, and damaging slides or mixing

up the sequence. Furthermore, there is no standardization of tape-

playback cueing systems; few individuals or institutions have any such

equipment at all. Consequently, this medium is, at least at present,

appropriate only for local production and use. An instructor or a de-

partment, for instance, might provide recorded presentations which could

be administere6 either in the group or the individual mode.

The 1968 AV Equipment Directory lists 15 models of automatic-
magazine 2 x 2 slide projectors. Some of these hold 80 to 100 slides
per magazine.



Sound slide-set is one of six i structional media in which all or

some of the variations involve separate sound. Three of these are tele-

media (telelecture, telewritevision, and radiovision), and three are

recording media (sound filmstrip, sound slide-set, and separate-sound

film). The sound portion of the th':ee telemedia is a live, simulta-

neous, real-time transmission, while the visual portions are distributed

by mail ahead of time. Visuals are ohanged manually in response to

audible cues in the sound program. In the recording media, the sound

and picture portions, although separate, are always kept together; they

are often filed in the same box. Slide advance, in these media, can be

automated. Thus, they are not as dependent on the human factor as the

separate-sound telemedia are for (1) matching the correct sound to the

correct set of visuals, and (2) proper manual slide advancement. In

addition, they do not depend on the reliability of transportation, which

in some localities today is highly questionable. If transport of a re-

cording medium is delayed, the whole lesson is merely delayed; but if

the visual portion of a radiovision :.esson is delayed, the lesson is

lost, since the broadcast sound portion must proceed on schedule.

Sound-on-Slide

Sound-on-slide systems enclose 2 x 2-inch slides In larger holders

or cartridges that carry an area of magnetic material for recording.

In the 3-M model this is a circular area surrounding the slide. While

the slide is projected, an audio head rotates around it following a

spiral track. It can either record or play back up to 35 seconds of

sound. A magazine holds 36 slides. Kalart provides a combination car-

tridge which holds, in addition to the slide, 60 seconds of tape in a

small cassette.

A circular magazine holding 40 cartridges is placed on a carousel

slide projector in place of the usual slide tray. Sound-on-slide is a

highly flexible medium. Slides may be rearranged within the magazine;

sound for a given slide may be changed while the slide is kept, or the

slide changed without touching the sound. Narration may be recorded

Separate-sound film is discussed under Sound Films, pp. 58 - 61.
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and rerecorded until it is satisfactory. Once on the slide, the sound

is locked in and must remain in synchrony until the slide is removed

from the holder.

The present cost of this system is of course much greater than

that of sound filmstrip, and therefore it cannot compete with other

systems in large-market distribution of multiple-print software.

Sound Page

There is a machine on the market today, called Studymaster, which

is essentially a printed page with magnetic sound. Sound is recorded

in a spiral track on the back side of a printed sheet, 8-1/2 by 11-3/4

inches in size. This medium is usable only in the individual mode but

is capable of carrying sound, picture, and print, and the visual ele-

ments may, of course, be reproduced in color if desired.

The learner uses a small table-top playback device, about the same

dimensions as the printed sheet and 3 or 4 inches thick. He places the

sound page on the machine, dons earphones, and starts the playback.

The sheet does not revolve, but stays readable while the playback head

revolves beneath it, moving toward the center of the circle as it goes.

This is not to be confused with the plastic phonograph record; the face

of such a record may contain visual elements, but these cannot be seen

while the audio is playing, since the disc must revolve.

Talking Book

In this audio-still-visual medium an ordinary bound and printed

book is used, on the pages of which horizontal strips of magnetic oxide

are printed. Speech is recorded on these strips to correspond to the

adjacent print or picture which the page contains. When used in the

learning of reading, for example, or a foreign language, a small reader

is placed on the strip; it runs across the page picking up the audio

and feeding it into a set of headphones, while the learner simultaneously

reads the words or follows the pictures.
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CLASS III: AUDIO-SEMIVISUAL MEDIA

Telewriting

The telewriting medium transmits two components: the voice of an

instructor and his handwriting. Handwriting can, of course, include

printing and drawing. Telewriting involves a type of motion or anima-

tion: the build-up of written cliracters or the gradual appearance of

parts of a diagram as it is drawn. This feature can be of value when

gradual appearance is desired--the instructor may use the device much

as he would use a chalkboard. As with the chalkboard, however, there

is a basic limitation which prevents an entire visual from being pre-

sented at once (unless a chalkboard is used like a more permanent dis-

play).

The method of transmitting writing by wire was invented almost as

long ago as the telephone. It was originally called the Telautograph

(now used as the company name of one firm which manufactures telewrit-

ing equipment). Although both horizontal and vertical components of

the writing movement must be transmitted, transmission requires about

1/4 the bandwidth of a standard telophone channel. The total cost for

both sound and writing is generally about that of two telephone lines.

For many years telewriting existed as a means of individual communica-

tion, employed generally in industry, where it was desirable to commu-

nicate written orders quickly. Telewriting assured that the message

went immediately and that it remained in a permanent form. The message

appeared on a roll of paper in its original size, so this was essentially

an individual communication medium.

In recent years equipment has been devised which projects the

telewritten image onto a screen, and telewriting has become a group in-

structional medium. Some telewriting display devices use the opaque-

projection principle, reflectlng light from the surface of the paper,

then projecting this with an overhead lens and mirror in the fashion of

a standard overhead transparency projector. Other devices replace the

opaque paper with a roll of clear acetate and shine the light through

it, putting considerably more lumens on the screen. Devices of this

type are suitable for auditorium projection.
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Telewriting has been used as a substitute for instructional tele-

vision and appears to be most satisfactory in teaching courses where

the vlsual element generally consists mainly of chalkboard writing,

such as mathematics and engineering. When distances are great between

schools, telewriting can be economically feasible where television is

not. It is therefore being used in many areas countywide to share the

instructor resources of a number of high schools in the presentation

of subjects such as physics, for which good teachers are rare. One

current project of this type ties together schools throughout the state

of Wyoming, and parts of northern Colorado.

Telewritevision

Telewritevision is a name the author has given to a multimedia

variation of the telewriting medium in which local visual materials are

involved, making it possible to include still pictures and nearly all

other types of graphic materials, in color if desired, along with the

transmitted elements of sound and writing and/or drawing, Telewrite-

vision provides more ways of representing information than are possible

with telewriting, and thus stands in relation to telewriting as radio-

vision stands in relation to radio.

Telewritevision is most successful when the transparency projection

method of display is used, and both the transmitted telewriting and the

local visual materials are displayed by the same projector. A special

frame is provided in somi telewriting projectors into which transparent

visuals may be placed and then changed by sliding them in and out. It

is possible to slide a map, for example, into both the lecturer's trans-

mitting device and the receiver device, so the lecturer may actually

draw, write on, or point to the surface of the map, locating points and

areas. When a drawing is completed, the lecturer touches a particular

area with his stylus, and the rolls of acetate on his and on all receiv-

ing devices advance to another clear area without affecting the visual

over which the acetate is superimposed.
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Recorded Telewriting

While it is possible to record and play back telewriting using the

auoio-tape medium, recorded telewriting is not regularly used for in-

struction. Live telewriting is preferred, to take advantage of imme-

diacy, for whatever it might be worth, and to allow for audio feedback.

Audio feedback is generally used with telewriting, since it is trans-

mitted free, so to speak; long-distance phone rates are based on two-

way lines, and the feedback line may as well be used as long as it is

there anyway.

In the recording of telewriting a dual-track stereo audio recorder

is used; the audio is recorded on one track, and the coordinates of

stylus motion are recorded on the other. Recorded telewriting is done

for one of two purposes: (1) to make a record of what was communicated,

in which case it will be consulted by someone who wants to know what

the message was, not someone who wants to learn the information con-

tained; or (2) to make a presentation of instruction, to an individual

or a group, at a later time and/or another place. In either of these

cases, the communication medium is recorded telewriting, and the re-

cording medium is audio tape.

CLASS IV: MOTION-VISUAL MEDIA

Silent Film

Before the invention of the sound film in the late 1920s, the si-

lent film had known 30 years as a mass medium of tremendous popularity.

Narration and dialogue were supplied by titles separate from the action

and spliced in. A few creative filmmakers managed to devise film action

that was self-explanatory and could do without titles; generally, titles

were considered a necessary evil and were kept as short as possible.

After the sound film had taken over the theaters in a communications

revolution, oilent filn, remained for another 15 years or so a medium

for nontheatrical films, educational films, and, predominantly in the

8mm size, home movies. After World War II, sound film became the pre-

ferred medium in the nontheatrical field but did not effectively reach

the home market until the development of 8mm sound in the late 1960j.
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At present, silent film is still the predominant medium for home movies

and, with audio tape, is used more than any other medium for local or

home recording. While there is soce central distribution of silent film

for screening on home projectors, almost all the silent film used in the

home is homemade. It should be remembered, however, that in thi6 appli-

cation film is more a communication aid than a nedium, since anateur

moviemakers generally project their own films and contribute the neces-

sary verbal narration at the time.

In the mid-1960s a movvzent began among educational innovators to

develop and encourage the use of 8= film in instruction. Equipoent

became available which, for the first time, would project films enclosed

in a plastic cartridge. This is a relatively small cartridge, about

5 inches in diameter, holding a maximum of only 4-1/2 minutes of film.

Since the film is in an endless loop, the end spliced to the beginning,

there is no rewinding; the film supply must be run through to completion

before it can be started again. Because of these advantages and limita-

tions, a new variety of instructional film has appeared--the single-

concept film, used to present oiuly one idea, develop it, and end It

is used as a resource for lesson presentation in the group mode, or acre

often, for review and study in the individual mode. A recent directory

lists some 6,000 single-concept silent-film loops in 4-minute cartridges.

It is possible to film "home movies" and have them returned in a cartridge

if desired. The medium does not lend itself to editing znd splicing of

individual shots, however, since a loop cartridge will not run very well

when the film contains many splices. Loading of the cartridges is too

complex for the amateur and is generally provided as a icbeatory service.

Standards for siJent film have varied considerably over the nearly

70 years of its history, the difference becween ..-e standard and another

being based mainly on film width. Throughou. its history, silent film

has run at a standard speed of 16 frames per second, which is two-thirds

the speed of sound film. (Sound film has to run fester because of the

need of a higher speed for quality sound.) The first standard was 351M,

which is still used in theaters w!thout wide screens. The 16mm standard

was established in the 1920s, and in 1935 standara 8mm film was estab-

lished. Experiments were made with 4mm film, but they were abandoned
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because the image quality was unsatisfactory. Now that finer-grained

film stock is available, 4mm film is being discussed again. A European

standard was also set in the mid-1930s: 9-1/2mm, with the sprocket

holes in the center of the film between frames.

In the midst of the development of 8mm film cartridges and the

sudden increase in the use of 8mm film in instruction, including the

emergence of the single-concept film, 8mm film itself went through a

major revolution. A new film standard, Super 8, made its appearance.

Although the film is the same width as standard 8mm, the image size is

about 50 percent greater, due to the use of smaller sprocket holes and

slightly fewer frames per foot. Picture quality is so clearly improved

that there is little doubt that Super 8 will rapidly replace standard

8mm film in both instruction and home movies. Many single-concept films

are now available in both sizes; others are available only in standard

8mm., and some of the newer productions are being released only in Super 8.

CLASS V: STILL-VISUAL MEDIA

Class V contains the media that represent information in pictorial

or symbolic form without motion. This class includes the medium of print,

the most widely useful of all communication media. Its success is due

mainly to the fact that it is a most practical form of reproduction of

materials for use in the individual mode. Another still-visual medium,

the silent filmstrip, is also widely used. A third medium of this class,

termed "picture set," includes all kinds of picture sets (with captions,

labels, etc.) which are not contained in a fixed order on a strip of film.

Finally, there are microform and video file, which are basically in-

formation media used at present primarily for storage and retrieval pur-
poses.

An interesting and important characteristic of still-visual media

is that their programs are not locked into the dimension of time. in

that respect, therefore, they do not seem like programs in the usual

sense--they do not "run." Program presentations in any of the other me-
dia classes generally proceed forward from start to finish once they are

begun, especially if they are being presented in the group mode. Only

with media that can be presented in the individual mode is the receiver
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free of this constraint, and then only if he has playback apparatus

which gives him interior random access. Audio and video-tape media,

with their fast-forward and fast-reverso modes, are beginning to have

the capability of random access within a program (as opposed to ex-

terior random access, which applies to the selection of programs).

Audio-disc and video-disc devices give the user a faster interior ran-

dom access than any other means. The nonlinear presentation of still

pictures and print, tied neither to the one-word-after-another stream

of audio narration nor to the filmic stream of the motion picture, al-

lows the user to set his own pace, skip, review, or even start at the

end and work forward if that is what he likes to do.

Many of the devices in the filmstrip medium do not actually allow

random access within the program (to reach frame ten from frame five,

the user must momentarily display the intermediate frames). However,

other filmstrip and slide projection devices do allow one to go directly

from five to ten without displaying the frames between, and all film-

strip devices will of course allow the user to proceed at his or his

group's own pace.

Facsimile

Facsimile is the only telemedium in the still-visual class. Since

still-visual media are not time-based, telecommunication has a differ-

ent value here than it does for any of the other media classes. Fac-

simile is a means of transmitting still-visual materials, in which the

message is not perceivee by the user in real time. In other words, no

one expects to sit in front of a facsimile receiver and absorb the pro-

gram as it comes in. Facsimile would be a poor medium for two-way in-

teraction between sender and receiver.

Facsimile is essentially a transmission system, rather than a com-

munication medium, at least as it is presently employed. Nothing ex-

cept recorded materials can enter a facsimile system; nothing except

recorded materials can be put out. Facsimile is also a relatively slow

means of transmission relative to other talemedia. A page of informa-

tion requires from approximately 6 seconds to 6 minutes to transmit.
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Currently, facsimile finds its greatest usefulness in the trans-

mission of pictorial and line-graphic materials. Data in alphanumeric

fcrm can be taoie qulck~y and inexpensively transmitted by teletype.

Facsimile is used to transmit engineering drawings, weather maps, and

similar materials under conditions where mail transportatien would be

too slow. Local television stations receive news photos by facsimile

from central news agencies. Input equipment for facsimile systems is

available to take still-visual materials in any of the recording-media

forms, in nearly any si7e, length, or thickness--even microfilm. Trans-

mission at slow rates may take place over standard direct-dial telephone

lines, in conjunction with Dataphone or an acoustic coupler. For faster

rates of transmission, special, somewhat broader-band telephone lines

are required.

Facsimile signals may be recorded on audio tape running at about

5 inches per seccnd, which allows for about an hour and twenty minutes

of recording on a 7-inch reel (up to 80 pages). Obviously, recorded

facsimile is not an efficient means of information storage, in compari-

son with microfilm, for example. Its value is as a means of delayed

transmission of a message and/or delayed printout at the receiving end.

Facsimile Is strictly an information transmission system in its

present form. It is possible that with the development of less-expensive

equipment, however, facsimile may be integrated with other communication

media in multimedia instructional systems to transmit supporting printed

materials or operating in the other direction, to collect student re-

sponses, papers, or exams.

The Printed Page

Since the nature of the print medium in all its subclasses is well

known, it will not be necessary to go into any ýetailed description

here. Recent developments, such as the techniques of photocomposition,

promise to bring the costs of high-quality printing and high-definition

pictorial reproduction down into the current cost range of second-class

methods. These improvements may stimulate increased use of print media,

as did the earlier development of the inexpensive paperback book.
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The printed page is the most useful communication mediL... today;

it is by far the most heavily used; and it has such great inherent ad-

vantages that it will probably remain the most useful medium for some

time to come. Nevertheless, it remains e communication medium, and has

many of the same advantages and disadvantages as other media, when com-

pared with conventional face-to-face communication. Print is impersonal,

canned, and standardized--all receivers read exactly the same words in

their separate copies of the same book. If a reader does not understand,

he cannot ask the author a question. Champions of the traditional in

education frequently point out these factors in regard to the newer in-

structional media, forgetting that they apply equally to the medium of

print.

Print, like other media, also has great advantages over face-to-

face instruction. Through print, a learner anywhere may study under the

finest instructors of the age, or of any age. Conversely, the printed

knowledge and wisdom of the greatest teachers may be reproduced in count-

less duplications and made available to all who wish to know. A man's

words thus recorded may be read over and over again, studied, consulted,

quoted in still other publications.

But there are now almost a dozen other, newer recording media that

can do most of these sane things. What advantages has print that will

prevent its being superseded by these newer devices? And what disadvan-

tages does it have in relazion to the others?

The greatest disadvantage of the print medium is that it requires

literacy. In the last 200 years or so, print has become so essential

to the conduct of industrial civilization that all of the developed

countries have made literacy almost a mandatory qualification for citi-

zenship. This is not true of the undeveloped countries, of course,

which include the great majority of the world's people. More than half

of the people in the world cannot use the printed page, except in purely

pictorial form, some because they are not old enough, the rest because

they have not had the educational opportunity of learning to read.

The print medium, of course, presents pictorial rapresentations as

well as symbols, so published materials can be of some use to the illit-

erate. However, this use tends to be in the nature of an instructional
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aid for a face-to-face verbal explanation, rather than as a self-

contained instructional medium. In addition to raisirg the literacy

level, the developing countries will also have to stimulate a steady

flow of informational and entertainment materials, newspapers, books

in the native language, and the like, lest, as has already happened in

some African countries, literacy once attained disappears through dis-

use. In the meantime, :'.e media that depend on the spoken word for

verbal exposition will have a big advantage over print in the undevel-

oped nations of the world.

The print medium has several advantages over other media. To be-

gin with, print requires no elaborate playback or receiving apparatus

for program display. All the expensive equipment of the medium is lo-

cated in the central point of production and distribution, where the

expense is justified by great economies of scale. The extension of the

reading public requires no fixed per-reader expenditure except as ad-

vertising and promotion may be necessary to motivate new readers, and

additional software distribution costs are incurred.

Print is almost the only medium in which the software costs are

low enough that individuals may maintain extensive libraries of mate-

rials. The closest other mcdia are audio disc and audio tape. A single

college student may own more hours of instruction in the print medium

than his entire university has stocked in materials for the sound-film

medium, or video tape, for example.

Print gives the learner the maximum freedom of any medium in choos-

ing his modes of access; he can skip, reread, glance ahead, check back.

Because of this factor, print is generalty the preferred medium for the

presentation of material that is difficult for the learner to grasp

readily at:d requires study, thinking, and rereading. But whether the

material is difficult or easy, print is stil3 the medium with the high-

est random accessibility within the program.

Assuming the existence Gf a practical iudex, the system of number-

ing pages makes finding what you want within a book a fairly easy task.

The exterior problem--finding the book you need by consulting card cata-

logs or bib]iographical files, for instance--may be a great deal more

difficult. However, this problem can exist with any medium--we have
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simply not had to face it in any but the print medium. The information

explosion of today is reflected in a print and paper explosic-. No one

yet seems to be inundated with piles of films or tapes which he has to

find trme to play. Libraries are still almost exclusively concerned

with the print medium, although the trend may be to other media. (As

an indication of this trend, in a recent issue 'f .he Libraryj Journal,

40 percent of the advertisements concerned materials or equipment for

media other than print.)

Filmstrip

The filmstrip medium consists generally of a recording of still

pictures and print on 35mm sprocketed film. Filmstrip systems have

also used 16mm film. The recording apparatus is usually standard pho-

tographic equipment--often a motion-picture camera adapted to photograph

single frames. Filmstrips are played back by a small projector into

which the roll of film, generally about 3 feet long, may be threaded.

Frame advance is usually done manually by an operator at the projector

or by pushbutton remote control. Some systems encase the filmstrip in
a supply-reel cartridge, from which it unwinds and into which it is

again rewound after projection. Other systems include a take-up chamber

in the :art-idge so the filmstrip never leaves the cartridge at all.

This is analogous to reel-to-reel tape cassettes, except that reels are

not required for filmstrip--the film simply rolls up in a chamber. Most

filmstrips are produced and projected in color. The most common type,

single-frame, carries one picture below the other, like motion-picture

film. A less common type, double-frame, exposes the film horizontally,

in the manner of minicameras, so that each frame lies to the side of

the next. Because one double frame utilizes about twice the film area

of a single frame, the definition is very much better. Almost 90 per-

cent of the units listed in the AV Equipment Directory could project

single-frame filmstrips; only about 20 percent could handle the double-

frame type.

There are four mai.n subclasses of the filmstrip medium. with dif-

ferent software characteristics, each requiring different viewing equip-

ment: 35mm single frame, 35mm double frame, 16mm single frame, and

16mm double frame.
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Filmstrip has tradit.on-aly been a group-presentation medium, for

use In schools mW other nontheatrical siruetions, as an inexpensive

substitute fcr actinn-picture film. It has rarely been preferred over

film except tor reasons of cost. Like the filp medium,, it 's prisariiy

based on central production and widespread distribution; filmstcips are

rarely produced by an individual teacher for nis own use.

Combination slideifilmstrip projectors were, in 1961, the most com-

mon schoolroom projectors of any type, motion ; 4 :ture or still. At that

time it was estimated that there was an average of one filmstrip or

slide/filmstrip projector for every eight public-school classrooms na-

tionwide.( 1 0) The same study estimated that the school* were szoring

an average of 40 different filmstrips per projector for local use.

There were about 14 times as many school-owned filmstrips ab school-

owned sound films. Except for print, no other medium even approached

the filmstrip in number of recordings stored in schools; disc record-

ings came the closest, with less than half the total number of units.

It should be noted that the study did not make a distinction between

the silent and sound filmstrip; the sound filmstrips with their asso-

ciated disc recordings probably accounted for less than 10 percent of

the total.

Picture Set

A set of pictures may contain both picture and print and therefore

may carry a message that is complete and self-contained. However, its

material is not recorded on a single piece of software such as a strip

of film. The slide set, for example, may reach the user safely encased

in a magazine for an automatic projector, or as a loose set of slides

held together with a rubber band.

Another example is the set of large-size flat pictures reproduced

in quantity by photographic enlargement or some graphic process, such

as silk-screening or lithography. Such picture sets are distinguished

from printed pictures in that they are not screened and produced on a

printing press, and hence they are not reproduced in as great a quan-

tity; also, they are generally intended for group use, while pictures

on the printed page are usually intended for use in t•,e individual mode.
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In some rare instances in information coanicatior, more cowvniy

in artistic expression. pictures will be used :o convey a message with-

out the help of words. Uluee, more comonl, picture sets are accospa-

ried !y captions, it is generally for use in the individual mode.

Pictures without captions are almost always intended to be used in the

group mode as instructional aids.

Microform

The microform mediuu is a systs- of information storage und re-

trieval designed as a more practical alternative to printed, written,

or pi•torial materials that exist primarily on paper. Transparent film

is generally used ior microforms, the two most common types of which

are microfilm and microfiche. Microfilm is generally a strip of film

35m or 16m wide onto which a large number of individual documents

have been photographed. The strip of microfilm is usually contained on

a reel or in a cartridge. Unlike filmstrip images in which the height

of the frame is 3/4 or less the width, microform imd~ges generally re-

flect the shape of a typical 8-1/2 x 11-inch page, in which the hori-

zontal dimension is the smaller, being only about 3/4 the vertical.

Microfiche is a method of recording in which the images of indi-

vidual pages are photographed in rows and columns on a piece of film

called a film card or a chip. There are at leazr six standards that

use a microfilm card 4 x 6 inches in size, and at least five formats

that use cards of the Electronic Data Processing (EDP) standard size

(3-1/4 x 7-3/8 inches). In the 105mm film standard, one very large

engineering drawing will occupy the entire area of an EDP card; in the

case of HR (High Resolution) Fiche, each card can hold 3200 pages;

4 x 6-inch fiche can carry up to 5600 pages. Maximum reduction ratios

for these extremes vary from 12:1 to 150:1. Any reduction ratio higher

than 40:1 has come to be called ultramicroform.

A familiar microfiche standard in the EDP card size is the aperture

card. In this form, an actual punched card is used, for purposes of

machine sorting, which has a window near one end into which an image on

35mm film is inserted. The usual aperture card places only one image

in this area, generally an engineering drawing reduced 30:1. The
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"packed aperture card" puts eight images (8-1/2 x li-inch documents

reiuced 24:1) into this space.

Microforms may be read with various types of direct magnifying sys-

tems called viewers, but they are most commonly projected on individual-

viewing projection-screen readers which are manually operated.

The primary advantage of microfilming is the saving it affords in

storage space and filing equipment. One system, for example, condenses

the information that would normally require 100 four-drawer filing cabi-

nets into the space of a single desk top. The ratio of space reduction

is sometimes considered to be as high as 500:1. The Encyclopedia

Britannica has recently announced a program to develop a series of

"Resource and Research Libraries" in ultramicrofiche, intended for new

institutions and small colleges. An ultramicroform library of 20,000

volumes will fit on the top of a card table.

The second most important advantage of microform is that access

time is greatly reduced. Microfiche, especially, may be filed and ac-

cessed very quickly by machine. Finally, mailing facilities and costs

are greatly reduced through the use of microforms.

Where large numbers of documents are handled constantly, microform

readers can be conveniently located and personnel can be habituated to

their use. Since machine indexing and retrieval systems cannot be lo-

cated in individual offices, many information users find printed mate-

rials in their own personal libraries more convenient, more flexible,

and easier to access. Some types of work, for example, require that a

number of documents be spread out on a desk and consulted in association

with each other. A single microform reader could not fill this need.

In recognition of this problem, many manufacturers of microform

readers have incorporated hard-copy printout devices into their equip-

ment. This type of hardware is still too expensive for individual of-

fice use, however; its most practical application is in libraries and

other central information repositories.*

At least one company has incorporated microfl 2he into a teaching

machine, instead of using filmstrip materials. The possibilities of

A recent model, 3M's reader-printer, now sells for around $300.
As competitors follow suit and the trend continues, we may well see
the office reader-printer become ubiquitous.
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storing a large amount of visual information locally, within the actual

display unit, have led to some experimentation with systems that select

and control the display of this material by telecommunication from a

distant computer. Further development can be expected along this line.

Video File

The current trend, erident in all the visual media, is toward elec-

tronic means of recording, storing, reproducing, and/or transmitting in-

formation. The electronic approach to information storage and retrieval

offers techniques of computer technology to provide shorter indexing

and access time, even though the degree of compression of document in-

formation may not be as great as ultramicrofiche can make possible.

The Ampex Videofile 3ystem, developed in 1964, uses 2-inch video

tape as a recording medium; each 8-1/2 x 11-inch document requires

about 1/3 inch of tape. A standard 1-hour roll of video tape will thus

record some 108,000 images. A display system with four times more de-

tail than a standard home screen is employed, making possible the re-

cording and legible display of 8-1/2 x 11-inch documents containing

characters smaller than elite type.

Documents stored on video tape are rerecorded from the master tape

onto a buffer disc when requested, then continuously picked off the disc

and displayed on hifh-quality television monitors for reading. Hard

copy may be obtained if needed via an integral electrostatic printer.

CLASS VI: AUDIO MEDIA

Telephone

The telephone has been considered, since its inception, as a pri-

vate or semiprivate means for conversation at a distance. It can be

used, however, as a group instructional medium to bring a lecturer to

a distant audience whom he could not normally visit in person. The

telephone is a more valuable medium thpn audio recording in such cases,

because of the added interest generated by the fact that the presenta-

tion is live, and because it is a two-way medium and members of the
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audience may engage a speaker in dialogue followiLng his presentation.

Instructional uses of the telephone have generally been limited to sin-

gle groups, although the simultaneous presentation of a verbal lecture

to many groups in different locations is readily possible. Two-way

dialogue becomes progressively more unwieldy and impractical, however,

as the groups become larger.

There have been some interesting applications of the telephone in

the individual instructional mode, particularly in the medical field.

The medium in these applications is actually audio tape, but the tele-

phone is used as a means of distribution and individual access to a

central, possibly distant library of materials. The University of

Wisconsin, for example, provides a service of continuing medical edu-
*

cation for physicians, using an INWATS line which a physician can dial

into from anywhere in the state toll-free. (The service can be used by

anyone in the world if he pays his own toll fee.) The caller receives

a short lecture on audio tape, which is played manually by an attendant

in response to his verbal request. University of Wisconsin Extension

haa used two-way telephone in many subject-matter areas, for discussion

sessions following lecture presentation. Up to 15 responding groups

can be accommodated in one such hookup; a number greater than this be-

comes unwieldy.

Telelecture

The telelecture is a multimedia system in which the telephone is

augmented by the addition of visual elements from locally projected ma-

terials. In its simplest form the visual component may consist of a

single projected slide of the face of the lecturer. More commonly, the

visual element will consist of a set of slides that have been produced

at the institution originating the lecture and sent out in advance to

each location where the program will be presented. The sound portiou

of the program carries cues for the changing of slides, sometimes in

the form of beeps, sometimes In the straightforward "next slide, please"

style, or, preferably, in requests for slides by number, to assure that

they do not become mixed up.

* INWATS (Inward Wide Area Telephone Service).
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Radio

Radio, the first of the telecommunication media to make its ap-

pearance and still the cheapest to operate in its commonest form, is

primarily used as a mass medium. However, it is an individual communi-

cation medium in many applications, and it has been heavily used in

schools as a medium of group instruction. It is not generally used for

instruction in the individual mode, except in central Australia, where

elementary- and secondary-school "classes" are assembled by radio, each

pupil sitting alone in his isolated sheep-station homestead listening

to the teacher and contributing to class discussion via transceiver

radio. The effectiveness of this live interconnection is evident in

the nroduction of class plays, where pupils in widely separated areas

interact dramatically, with perfect timing. So real is this live _.n-

terconnection that the children often play the productions in actual

costume, each player describing his costume to the listening audience

before the start of the play.

The usual application of radio to instruction involves the trans-

mission of an audio program which has been previously recorded on tape

or disc. Most foreign broadcasting systems devote some of their ener-

gies and some of their daytime broadcasting hours to school programs.

A 1961 survey(10) revealed that radio sets are part of the audiovisual

equipment of two-thirds of the school districts in the United States

but are not as widely available as the equipment for the three most

used recording media--audio disc, filmstrip, and sound film. Although

there are now s-me 3,000 radio stations in this country, instructional

broadcasting is largely left to the 450 educational (noncommercial)

(11)radio stations. According to a 1966 survey, 85 percent of these

educational stations broadcast primarily to the general public, and

only about 15 percent program for in-school 'udiences. The fact that

there are four record players or tape machines in the nation's schools

for each classroom radio receiver reflects the advantages of convenience

in the use of recorded materials, especially when these are so inexpen-

sive that classroom libraries may be maintained. A 1961 survey(I 0 ) in-

dicated that the number of radio sets per thousand students had actually

declined by 17 percent in the previous six years, indicating a trend

away from the use of instructional radio at that time.
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Ninety-four percent of the 450 educational radio stations are FM

stations; 86 percent are operated by institutions of higher learning.

However, most of these licensees participate very little in equipment

or programming decisions; they often participate only in budget polic"

decisions. (12) That educational radio is considered both an inexpen-

sive and an unimportant medium by the organizations that operate sta-

tions is shown by the low level of financial support provided. Almost

half of all educational radio staticns operate on annual L,,deetp of

less than $20,000.

An important new development in radio broadcasting, called "SCA"*

or "Multiplexing," allows an FM station to carry up to four subcarrier

AM channels piggy-back, so to speak, on the main FM carrier, without

affecting the regular transmission. Many commercial stations use these

extra channels to distribute Muzak-type backgrodnd music services; some

use the extra channels for stereo transmission. To date only about 15

of the educational stations hold authorizations to use multiplexing,

but others are making plans to use it. The SCA channels are capable

of carrying facs4imile, slow-scan television, teletype, or telewriting,

and some of these media are being considered today by broadcasters of

instructional radio programs.

The SCA channels can be received only by a special multiplex re-

ceiver or adapter, which is at present as expensive as a good radio.

This need for special receiving equipment puts SCA into a different

programming category--it cannot be considered an open-circuit medium.

Those broadcasters who service a community with multiplexed background

music provide receivers as part of their service and treat SCA as though

it were a closed-circuit system

Even if an inexpensive SCA receiver or adapter is produced for the

mass market, it is doubtful whether SCA would rapidly become a mass me-

dium. This, however, may be a blessing: The SCA channels may truly

become minority audience services. Even the educational television and

radio stations have hesitated to limit their audiences by such program-

ming, and the policy of the Federal Communications Commission has always

SCA (Subsidiary Communications Authorization).
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favored granting of licenses to use the public airwaves to those who

proposed to serve the greatest number of the public. Thus, SCA may be

of value in professional communications, such as continuing education

for doctors, nurses, and others in the medical community, and will in-

volve group listening. Special program services for the blind are pro-

posed, along with adult education in many subjects such as agriculture,

law, and engineering.

Radiovision

Radiovision is a multimedia system in which the radio medium is

augmented through the addition of visual elements at the receiving end.

As with the closed-circuit telelecture, these elements are mailed out

in advance to the viewing groups. The visual elements consist of slide

sets or filmstrips which may be retained by the schools to which they

are sent. This adds an element of permanence to the radio; the visual

materials may be used for further study or review.

Radiovision is an important part of the regular broadcast radio

service to the French schools. It is also being used in several African

countries. It has one great advantage over any other means of audio-

visual presentation: It utilizes the very simplest of equipment on the

receiving end. A teacher in an African village, for instance, needs

only a transistor radio and a kerosene filmstrip projector to have the

advantages of the best lesson presentations his country can produce.

That is not all of the system, of course. There must be facilities for

the production and dissemination of the necessary visual materials, a

reliable postal-transportation system, an adequate broadcast signal at

the receiving location, a shaded hut for daytime projection, and the

teacher must have an nccurate watch in order to have his students ready

when the program goes on.

Radiovision, like telelecture, requires that the originator of

programs make direct correspondence contact with all user.s. It does

not allow for uncontrolled, unknown, hit-or-miss viewership. in this

regard it differs from school radio and television, which is all too

often simply pumped out in the hope that a maximum number of classrooms

will decide to make use of it. This scattershot approach encourages
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gencralisut in tbc design of programs to make them usable in as many dif-

ferent- situations as possible. In a system where each receiving group

is known, a much higher degree of specificity is possible.

Several telecommunication media are like radiovision in that they

require a direct contact between program originators and viewers or view-

ing groups--ensuring that the program originators know exactly who their

recipients are. These are telelecture, telewriting, telewritevision,

telephone, and Picturephone. The mass broadcasting media--radio, tele-

A;ision, and the future still-TV media--may share these characteristics

under some conditions, but they are not built in, so they are rarely

emphasized.

Recording media do not share Lbis direct-contact characteristic

generally; although specificity is possible, it is not built in. Mate-

rials may be designed and recorded for any degree of specificity, but

they may also be de3igned more generally, and this is usually a neces-

sity if the system is to achieve economies of scale.

Slide advance in radiovision is cued by slide number, or by short

transition segments of music. Systems have also been used where pulses

carried on a subcarrier of the main FM radio channel advanced slide

projectors automatically. Under such a system, of course, all projec-

tion equipment at all receiving locations has to be identical. Since

it is much more common that each location has its own type of projector,

the manual methods are most often used.

Audio Disc

When radio experienced its fastest growth as a mass medium, it was

predicted that home phonographs and record players would be superseded.

However, the convenience of having one's own library of recorded mate-

rials at home, with consequent freedom of access at any time, encouraged

an even greater growth of the record industry. In 1967 the sales of

phonographs were about twice those of radio receivers in dollar volume. (13)

Nor has the sale of records been affected greatly by competition from

audio tape. It is reported that records currently outsell prerecorded

audio tapes four to one. To some extent this reflects the higher cost

of tape over phonograph equipment; it may also reflect the greater
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convenience and accessibility of recordings when one need only set a

needle to a specific cut on a disc, rather than run through a long 'ape

to find the start of a desired number.

In 1961, record players were the most frequently found of all audio-

visual equipment in the schools, although this is not saying very much.

At that time there was, on the average, only one record player for every

100 U.S. public-school pupils. This was about one for every four teach-

ers. By comparison, there was only one audio tape recorder for every

16 teachers, one radio receiver for every 18, and one 16mm projector for

every 12. (10) An average of only 8 disc recordings per record player

were owned by the schools.

Audio Tape

Recording of sound on magnetic tape was developed during World

War II in Germany; after the war, this technique came to form the basis

of one of the most ubiquitous of American mass media. The first profe..

sional use of audio tape, significantly, was as a replacement for live

radio production. The stdr cf one of the most popular radio shows, Bing

Crosby, found that adjusting his schedule to that of the radio audience

was highly inconvenient. He contacted a small firm, Ampex, which was

operating out of an old garage and experimenting with the new German

method. He found a method which turned out recordings that were all

but indistinguishable from live radio. As a result, the Bing Crosby

Show was the first to prerecord on tape, and the Ampex Corporation took

a lead in the recording field which it has never entirely relinquished.

Given the necessary equipment, audio tape is the medium in which

home recording is easiest for the average person. It is as much an in-

dividual recording medium as a mass playback medium. This is in con-

trast to audio disc, which was always a difficult medium in which to do

home recording; even though equipment is available for this purpose,

audio disc remains almost entirely a playback medium, with the recording

done centrally for national distribution. Audio tape also has a very

large sale as a playback medium, but practically all tape-playback equip-

ment is also capable of recording. People with high-quality radio re-

ceivers find it convenient to record their own tapes from broadcasts.

V
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The audio-tape medium is based largely on the use of 1/4-inch tape,

although other widths are also used for special multitrack purposes.

there are several standard speeds, just as there are for audio disc;

"a higher speed improves quality while using more recording material,

"a slower speed saves tape but reduces quality. When the magnetic tape

was first used in broadcasting, the tape ran at 30 inches per second

for best quality, 15 inches per second for ordinary recording. In the

20 years since then, improvements in tape and recording heads first cut

these speeds in half, then a few years later in half again. Seven

inches per second is now the running speed that is generally used in

broadcasting, and 3-;/4 is used for applications in which high quality

is not so critical. A speed of 1-7/8 (half of 3-3/4) is also provided

in the new portable recorders which use the reel-to-reel cassette.

There is even a speed of 15/16 inches per tecond which allows a min-

iature recorder with 3-inch reels to record for 4 hours without chang-

ing reels. A new kind of tape which is still in the laboratory stage,

Crolyn tape (chromium diox! ,e is the magnetic medium) is expected to

cut tape speeds in half once more.

CLASS V!I: TYPE MEDIA

Class VII media are capable of representing information only in

alphanumeric characters and other symbols. Furthermore, they can pre-

sent :his program material in no other way than one character at a time.

Thus they are time-based; the presentation of information was for years

limited to the rate at which such devices as mechanical teletype mschines

or electric typewriLets could operate. Teletype printers operate at up

to 100 words per minute, a slow reading speed, but sufficient if not too

much is transmitted at a time. Teletype is thus frequently used in

computer-controlled instructional systems, where the learner reads mate-

rial as it Is :ýyped out and responda immediAtely by typing back his

answers.

The major uses of teletype in information transmission, however,

involve the precedure of recording the information to be transmitted in

advance on punched paper tape, It is then passed through a paper-tape

reader, transmitted e]ectronlcally, and recorded by a paper-tape punch
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at the receiving end. Paper tape can be read and punched at very much

faster rates than typewriters can type; some of the tape-to-tape sys-

tems now on the market are capable of 750 words per minute, and some

are capable of over 1000. This is about 16 times as fast as the aver-

age speaker talks. Once recorded on paper tape at the receiving end

of the transmission system, the information may later be decoded by A

paper-tape reader and typed off by an electric typewriter at 100 words

per minute.

The advantage of all this is that the transmission system for the

teletype requires a very narrow bandwidth--the same type of line, actu-

ally, that is used for ordinary telephone calls. Thus the costs of

long-distance data transmission are the same as the coot of long-

distance phone calls, and up to 16 times as much information can be

transmitted.
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VI. PROPOSED FOTURE STUDIES OF MEDIA

As presently planned, future writings in this series will discuss

the uses to which instructional media are being put and the criteria
which determine their appropriaten~e3s to the various uses. Such dis-

cussion will include accessibility to the user of various media and/or

forms of media, the responsivenes3 of various media to Lhanging needs,

and the adaptivity of media to the individual needs of the learner.

Another equally important set of questons will concern the feasi-

bility of different media under various conditions. This will involve

discussions of cost and value, equipment standardization and reliabil-

ity, demand for the medium, and its acceptability to users.

As a practical help to media users in determining the relative fea-

sibility of various alternative procedures in the production of program

software, general cost models are being prepared for each media class.

Future studies also involve media techniques, including techniques of

integrating tie use of a medium into a total learning environment; tec.h-

niques of exprecsion in different classes of media, and techniques of

melding so3und and pictuce into a unified whole will be explored. These

matters will .e di.icussed as much as possible in a universal way, draw-

ing on many media, as appropriate, for illustration and example. Con-

siderable discussion will be devoted to the techniques of eliciting

learner response via the media and means of providing feedback to that

response so that more rapid and more lasting learning may become pos-

sible.
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Appendix

LOCAL VERSUS C2NT!?AL PRODUCTION OF PROGRAM SOFTWARE

IN INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SYSTEMS

The amenability of various media to local or home production of

program software (films, tapes, etc.) has been discussed in Section V,

where the communication media are compared, Whether program materials

should be exclusively professionally produced, or should also be cre-

ated at the point of use by people who are essentially nonprofessional,

is a standing issue among many media people, particularly in sound film,

television, and to a lesser extent, filmstrip. Users of the printed

page resolved this question decades ago with the acceptance of mimeo-

graph, ditto, and later, the various photocopy devices. A large part

of the printed materials used today consists of the relatively inexpen-

sive, nonprofessionally produced forms. Although still regarded by

book publishers as a threat, such materials appear to bear primarily a

complementary rather than a replacement relat±oPship to professionally

produced books and pamphlets. These forms of the print medium have de-

veloped because the p~ofessional publishing industry could not satisfy

the large variety of purely local, small-scale needs with anything

neer the inexpensiveness, the quick responsiveness to need, and the

specificity of local production.

In using the word "local" in regard to the production of program

software for the communication media, more is expressed than pertinence

to a limited place or area. Local production of media materials im-

plies production by persons with other primary responsibilities, who

are generally considered nonprofessionals in the production field.

"Central" production, on the other hand, connotes production by a staff

of professional craftsmen: experts in camera, lighting, laboratory

techniques, and all the other crafts that are required for professional-

i';m in media program production. Generally, such production is cen-

trally located in an educational system because it is expensive and must

be spread over a wide base of use to find economic justification.

The terms "local" and "central" are of cou:se relative. For example,

a school district of a hundred schools may use some materials, such as
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textbooks, which are produced in New York and distributed nationally;

it may usc certain state-produced textbooks; it may install television

studios to produce and distribute instructional television (ITV) les-

sons throughout the hundred schools; it may, as in Chicago, cluster

six or twelve schools with similar peculiar needs and use television

to share the resources of the cluster; it may localize to the level of

the school, or as in traditional self-contained classroom instruction,

localize to the single teacher and classroom. There is production of

media materials on all these levels, each being local in relation to

the one above, each central to the one below.

Perhaps the most important point is that local production is not,

generally, intended for reproduction and distribution but will exist

in only one copy if intended for group use and in only a few copies at

most if intended for use in the individual mode.

This limited use of one of the most valuable characteristics of a

communication medium, its broad reproducibility, means that there are

no great economies of scale which, when costs of production can be di-

vided over a large base of users, bring the cost per user down. The

limited use bass in local areas limits the funds that are available

for program production and hence the possibility of maintaining pro-

fessional personnel and facilities.

Local production is not necessarily limited to places which do

not have professional production facilities. Again, the distinction

is riot alone in locale buL in personnel who do the production. On the

same airbase, for example, which houses a professional central produc-

tion unit, there may also be local production going on. There may be

a particular instructor or curriculum development group who have ob-

tained access to a portable substandard-gauge video tape recorder and

camera and are using television in their own small and limited way to

improve their own teaching.

Thio trend toward production of program materials by the unpro-

fessional is being felt today in all levels and types of education.

High-school and even elementary-school children are making their own

animated films.
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Both film and TV came into communication use out of a background
of several decades of existence almost exclusively as entertainment

arts. This is not true o[ the minor media. This background strongly

affects our approach toward program production in film and television

and to a large extent in the still-picture and sound media as well,

where the attempt is often made to emulate the artistic effectiveness

of the major media.

When film, and later television, was expensive and steeped In the

tradition of the entertainment arts, central production of high-quality

program software seemed to be the only possible approach. Production

techniques were inevitably compared with those of the familiar commer-

cial products, and any local attempts at film or television production

were almost invariably found wanting. We are now emerging from that

period. Today the appearance of inexpensive video-tape systems and the

resurgence of 8mm film in the Super-8 form have begun to encourage

production at the other end of the scale.

There is a continuum of costs, of complexity, and of certain kinds

of effectiveness extending from the most elaborate to the very simplest

production. It seems that the two ends of this zonclnuum are receiv-

ing almost all the attention, however, while the middle, where the great

future probably lie&, is being largely neglected.

The productioi of materials for instructional mcaia is thus usu-

ally undertaken under one of two conditions: great wealth or great

poverty. The production of films, for example, when done centrally,

with the whole nation (or the whole of a .ailitary service) as a base

for distribution, can command traditional professional film budgets of

$1000 to $i500 per program minute. At the other end of the scale,

films are sometimes mide by one instri ctor (or instiuctional team) for

use in one course in one school on traditional amateur home-movie bud-

gets where the cost of the film stock itself, a few dollars a minute,

is considered the major item.

Since the present issue revolves about the usefulness of central

versus local production, the two extreme ends of this scale, we will

discuss some of the more obvious advantages and disadvantages of each.

it is possible that intermediate methods couli be found which could

provide qome of the advantages of both central and local production.
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At the local level, there are needs which are specific to a given

school or a given course (possibly even to a given instructor in some

cases) and there are needs which are more general, common with other

schools or other similar courses. The questions addressed here are,

(1) Should local specific needs be met by local production or by cen-

tral production^ and (2) Should local common needs be met by local

production or by centra) production? Under what conditions is local

and under whet conditions is central production best, and what crite-

ria should be applied in making such Judgments? These questions have

been raised and are being debated in almost all areas where instruc-

tional media are used. Some of the advantages and disadvantages in-

volved are enumerated below

Local production has the following advantages over central produc-

1. Local production can respond quflkkly to local need. This is

important, since needs often Pppear suddenly. The small number of man-

hours that go into local production make this response possible; and

long periods of waiting for official approval at various tages in the

process are not necessary. The production cycle for instructional films

in some of the military services, for example, runs regularly as long as

two years between local request and completion of central production.

Local production of portable video tape, on t.e other hand, can be com-

pleted in a matter of days, or weeks at the very most.

2. Local production can be highly specific; production can be

tailored directly to instructional needs. This is due to the intimate

knowledge of these needs by the film producers (since they themselves

are the requesters and the future users of the materials). It is also

due to the rather limited range of these needs. A film produced cen-

trally for national distribution, by way of contrast, must try to sat-

isfy a much wider range of needs in order to interest a larger market.

3. Local production can be rapidly evaluated in practice and rap-

idly revised. A production may be put into immediate use, and after

observation of its instructional faults and sbortcomings revision can

be made quickly. In the case of central production this procedure must

often be done by several different groups of people at different places,
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accompanied by such hazards as the vagaries of verbal communication and

the inevitable delays.

4. Local production is rore democratic. The tradition which up-

holds the right of every small town to its own school system, curriculum,

and locally designed teaching materials is part of our democratic heri-

tage. The same principle would be applied to the content of the instruc-

tional media if an even stronger principle, financial economy, did not

conflict. Economic factOT are primarily responsible for the national

centralization of textbook publishing. So highly centralized has this

instructional medium been that a few private publishers concentrated in

an area of only a few square block in midtown Manhattan for many years

designed and produced the printed learning materials for the majority

of tile nation's schools. The trend is now toward decentralization. The

development of centralized production in the other media may be resisted.

Local production of instructional television lessons, for instance, with

closed-circuit distribution within a local school district, appears ýj

be the preferred school approach to the ITV medium, given favorable con-

ditions of adequate funds and local acceptance.

5. Locally produced materials tend to be better used. An irstruc-

tor who has had a hand in planning and producing or has actually appeared

in a local media production not only begins its use with a clear idea of

how he is going to integrate it with other instruction but generally be-

lieves solidly in its value. He has an interest in Its success and un-

consciously does all lie can to maximize its effectiveness.

The main disadvantages of local production are the following-

1. Local production is generally characterized by a low ievel of

production quality. Si-ace on-line instructional people are not gener-

ally skilled in the arts and crafts of media production, technique%, are

nonprofessional. Basic rules of film production may, out of ignorance,

be breached. Lack of artistic skill or sensitivity may lead to very

pedantic, very pedestrian results. Or, the other hand, this ignorance

of traditional techniques can result in a itaive freshness of approach

that to the sophisticate, at least, may be appealing. To others it

may just seem amateurish. However, it is a weli-',13wn pi-nciple of

amateur pyoýluction that the faults and shortcom-_*ný,_, of a film are not
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obvious to its maker. In the case at hand, it must be remembereu, the

film maker is also the user: He is his own sponsor and he will be the

one to evaluate the product. This local pride often seems to rub off

on the local learners whose instructor or instructional team have pro-

duced the material. It has been a frequent experience at institutions

producing ITV lessons that tapes that have been considered highly ef-

fective ir the local situation are declared unimpressive by instructors

and learners elsewhere when they are offered for general distribution.

2. The costs of long-range-effectiveness evaluation, such as mea-

surement of job-performance proficiency, cannot be justified for limited

local uses. Following up on graduates for months after graduation can-

not be done by the local instructional team. As a result, only terminal

performance at the end of a course is used to evaluate instruction and

the effective use of the medium chosen.

3. Local production, specific to local need, generally has low

commonality. This is the obverse of high specificity, discussed above

as one of the advantages of local production. Low commonality/high

specificity is also a disadvantage as well. If it is ever desired to

make locally produced materials available to other instructional centers,

it may be found that their specificity to local needs lowers their com-

monality and makes them less useful over a range of situations.

There is a possibility that the first of these disadvantages, non-

professional production technique, is not as serious as it may seem. It

may sometimes be found that the nonprofessional techniques which charac-

terize local, low-cost production will actually add a plus value to their

uce elsewhere. It might also be found that these local crudities make no

particular difference in instructional effectiveness, if "effectiveness"

is defined as the degree to which measurable cognitive learning changes

can be effected.

There is also a possibility that the third disadvantage, lack of

gener.ality, may not be as serious as it would seem. When local needs

are met by local production, and well met because of a quick evaluation-

feedback-revision cycle, ttiese same needs will probably be well met wher-

ever ir, instruction they may occur. Thus if another training center has
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some of the same needs in common, materials produced at the first center

may satisfy very well that set of conmmon needs and be useful and accept-

able to the other center.

The local versus central production controversy is not an either/or

question, however. It may be possible to do both local and central pro-

duction and achieve the advantages of both. It is suggested that low-

cost local production of instructional aids and instructional media be

encouraged as much as possible. The resultant materials will stand the

maximum chance, thereby, of being developed and validated quickly and

have maximum value in meeting the specific local instructional needs.

Materials so developed, if successful in local use, should then be ex-

amined for general applicability. If they are found to have usefulness

elsewhere, the materials could be remade, following the validated and

successful pattern but utilizing professional techniques, quality graph-

ics, etc. thus making them acceptable and useful to other schools.

Perhaps the question of effectiveness of production techniques may

be resolved by the argument presented below. Bloom lists three kinds

of learning objectives--cognitive, psychomotor, and affective.(1 4 ) When

the instructional media are used for cognitive objectives only, which is

most of the time, it is necessary that the information which is to be

conveyed be well organized, the subject developed in small enough steps

so as to be understandable to the intended learner but developed rapidly

enough for each ]earner so it is not boring. Beyond this it is only

necessary that wh-tt Ls to be seen is recognizable, what is to be heard

is audible, what is to be read is legible, and that there are not too

many extraneous stimuli to distract the learner from attending to the

message.

Objectives requiring the development of psychomotor skills outside

of the normal repertoire can only be fully attained through practice,

and the presentational media can contribute very little in this regard.

It is mainly in the introductory aspects of skills instruction that mediA

are useful, and that is because the objectives at that point are actu-

ally cognitive. One has to know what it i3 that he is leerning to do,

and why; he has to observe the kinds of responses he is intended to learn

before he can begin to practice and learn them.
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It is in changing people's attitudes that the media are again use-

ful, and it is in the achievement of these objectives that artistic

techniques can play their most important role. Only to the extent that

affective objectives are involved ii, cognitive instruction does produc-

tion technique rontribute to the effectiveness of knowledge lesson pre-

sentations.

So those who argue that the broadcaster's art can make an important

contribution to instructional television are really arguing (1) that

there are some hidden affective objectives mixed up with the obvicus

cognitive ones, or (2) that even though there may be no stated affqc-

tive objectives connected with the instruction, if artistic techniques

are used, the learners will be in some way affected and that instruc-

tion will be enriched by the achievement of these unstated and unex-

pected affective behaviorq,

The producer/artists, working in the broadcasting tradition, are

experts in the art of moving peoples' emotions. They are skilled in

techn4 ques which create drama, involve the viewers, and hold them in

suspense until the situation is resolved. They know how to create vi-

sual pleasure through pattern design, arrangement of light and shadow,

and use of line; they are aware of the subtle connotations of style in

lettering, graphic layout, set design, and other visual elements. They

believe that the emotional attitude toward a subject that such artistry

can evoke will remain with a person long after the program has been

forgotten.

Not all educational television or film producers, of course, are

such artists. Many simply follow rules of technique that they have

been taught and succeed only in coating the program with a veneer of

artistry without penetrating its content. It is not that the surface

is unimportant, but simply that surface technique alone is meaningless.

It is not how the performer looks, but what he does and says thit is

important. Nevertheless, how he looks doing or saying it can signif-

icantly erhance its effect.

Most producers feel they know more about i.ow to achieve attitudinal

changens in people than educators or instructors do, or at lenst they

feel !hey are unique in being dedicated to that end. Thus, they view

I
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their role in the creation of instructional materials as an obltgation

to add affective objectives to the goals cf the communication, even

though such objectives have not been specified or planned prior to the

production of the program. By so doing they believe they can create

better instructional materials which will indirectly increase cognitive

learning by increasing its motivation.

There is probably much truth in these opinions. Unfortunately,

since the effects they claim lie in the realms of art, aesthetics, and

the affective domain, they are not always amenable to empirical study

and validation. The researcher will say "Yes, very possiblv, but can

that be demonstrated?" Uncomfortably, attempts by researchers to find

evidence to support the case for artistry have not been successful.

Therefore, the instructional designer is in a position to choose either

approach. If he dislikes or can't afford production values, he can

point to the paucity of research findings which link artistic values

to measured learning. If he is committed to the artistic approach, he

can point to the same lack of evidence and to the frequently conflict-

ing indications of the evidence available and coaclude that nis artistic

intuition, having been successful in the :ast, will be his best guide

in his present endeavor as well.

Local versus central production is a big issuG in the prodvction

of film- qnd television programs; in all likelihood, it will make it-

self felt in the program production process of other instructional me-

dia as well. This issue is most likely to arise, howeve7, in the media

which are already mass media in their entertainment function: teievi-

sion, radio, audio disc and tape, and to some extent the printed page.

It will be the least likely to arise in the purely information media,

such as the microform file systems, and the individual transmission me-

dia, teletype and facsimile. Where there is the minimum possibility

of designing and arranging space and time, or eliciting empethic re-

sponses with other humans, in media where no one has yet seen artistic

techniques being used, no one will miss artistic qualities. In the

other media, however, it is possible that local production, however

effective it may be in achieving instructic-al objectives, will con-

tinue to be a lively issue.
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